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Fight starts
for program
continuance

Quake
strikes
S. Calif.
LOS ANGELES (AP) - A
strong earthquake measuring
6.1 on the Rienter scale struck
Southern California yesterday
morning, shattering windows,
knocking concrete off buildings
and cutting off power to parts of
downtownLos Angeles.
There were no immediate reports of serious injuries or
major damage from the quake,
which was felt as far away as
Las Vegas, Nev.

by BUI Franciscy
reporter
Despite an increased demand
for librarians, the University is
discontinuing its major in library and educational media,
and students in the program are
upset.
Kathy Eborg, senior LEM
major, is leading a student
protest against the program's
removal.
"I'd like to see the program
stay because the library is the
hub of a school, and if you don't
have qualified librarians, you
won't have quality education,"
Eborg said.
Eborg and Pam Hauenstein,
sophomore LEM major, held a
meeting last night to decide
what could be done to save the
program.

The first jolt was recorded at
7:44 a.m. local time and was followed by at least four strong
aftershocks.
Windows rattled and bits of
plaster and concrete fell from
some of the older buildings.
People rushed into streets
throughout the city after the
first tremor struck.
"Most of them were just kind
of standing around, not knowing
what to do," said Gerald
Livezey, a security guard at a
building in downtown Los Angeles. "Everyone was coming out
of this building, circulating, not
knowing what to do."
Livezey said when the quake
hit, "All at once there was a
whoosh of wind, and I walked
over to a brick wall until everything stopped shaking,"
"This one scared me," he
said. "I was outside, and I mean
it was really shaking. I thought
it was the biggie. I thought there
wasn't going to be anything
left."
Marty Thompson, the Associated Press chief of bureau in Los
Angeles, said he was at home in
Pasadena, 10 miles north of Los
Angeles, when the quake struck.
"There's a fourth heavy aftershock right now and the whole
house is shaking," Thompson
said in a telephone call to New
York. "Wow. A chandelier I was
near actually jumped,
and is
still vibrating now.'7
□ See Quake, page 3.

About 13 students attended the
meeting. A letter-writing campaign was decided upon to start
the protest. Letters to influential
University officials, state representatives and school superintendents are going to be sent out.
Patty Weng, senior LEM
major, said, "We realize this is
an uphill battle, but we feel the
program is worth saving."
Eborg said the discontinuence
is based on past enrollment,
which she says is not a valid indicator of what is happening
now.
"Ohio now requires school
systems to have one certified librarian for each school district," Eborg said. "There has
also been talk of requiring one
librarian per building."
BG News/Mike McCune

I'll flip for you

Ken Fenic, a junior physical education major, practices the back handspring on a trampoline in men's
gymnastics class in the Eppler South gymnasium yesterday. The class teaches basic gymnastic skills
such as rolling, flipping and tumbling.

With higher state standards
for librarians, educators and library personnel are returning to
upgrade their certification, increasing the need for the program.

"The library is the
hub of a school, and
if you don't have
qualified librarians,
you won't have
quality education."
-Kathy Eborg
Robert Oana, chairman of education, curriculum and instruction, said he could not comment
on the program's discontinuance, except to say the process
of ending it has begun.
Eborg said the University is
the only school in Northwest
Ohio that has the library proEram. She also said the program
as an excellent reputation.
"I've talked to people from
Kent State, which is accredited
by the American Library Association, and they say our program is better than theirs," she
said.
Eborg said the only reason the
University's program is not
ALA accredited is because the
school's budget did not meet
their standards.
"What I'd like to know, is
why," Eborg asked, "if BG is
one of the top five schools for
education, are they dropping
this program?"
Weng said, "Our major is
highly underrated and we are
nothing but ignored by the college of education."
The 24-year-old program,
which has about SO students,
stopped accepting students on
July 1,1987, Eborg said.
Students who joined the program prior to this date will be
able to complete it, provided
they are finished within four
years.

GSS lacks interest Mosquitos 'raid' Ohio
Low involvement due to time constraints
by Debbie Rogers
staff reporter

There has been a low number of graduate students expressing interest in the positions of representatives-at-large in the Graduate Student Senate, Larry Jones, GSS president, said.
Only one person has submitted a petition to be a
representative.
Jones said the reason is probably due to time restraints.
"There is a certain amount of time involved if
you want to do a good job, and most people do," he
said. "You have executive meetings every week.
They will be required to actually participate in the
decision making."
Jones said another reason for lack of participation is that he has not recruited people himself.
He said if response is still low after the GSS
meeting Oct. 9, he will appoint students to the positions that must be filled.
Jones said he thinks most graduate students
have the time to commit to GSS.
"I think most people can do it," he said. "I think
one of the things about becoming a student leader
is that it teaches you to manage your time."

Friday

Becoming a GSS representative-at-large is a
graduate student's responsibility, especially if
that student has any complaints about issues that
concern graduate students, Jones said.
"I think it's their duty, particularly if they have
some gripe about graduate life on campus," he
said. "I guess we're all good at griping and not getting involved."
If a graduate student wants to run for a position,
he should contact the GSS office. The student
should be prepared to make a 10 to IS minute presentation on why they want the position, what they
think they can do for GSS and their philosophy of
GSS's position on campus.
Jones said the representatives-at-large meet
either once a week or twice a month.
He said there have always been problems getting people to run for office in the past.
However, there has not been any problems getting graduate students to represent the University
committees. Some of these committees include
parking, housing and delegating funds at the University.
"Actually the committee representing is going
better than I thought," he said. "I'm having to turn
people away."

Prevention

□Woman gives birth grandchildren In
test tube baby experiment, see page 4.
□ Falcon soccer team hosting tournament, see story page 5.

In an era of killer bees, killer
sharks, killer whales, and yes,
even killer tomatoes, there is a
new addition to the list — killer
mosquitos.
Well, not exactly. But a certain species of mosquito, the
Asian tiger mosquito, has been
discovered recently in several
southwestern areas of Ohio including Greenville, Oak Hill,
and Findlay.
Officials of the state health
department in Columbus said
the mosquito is a concern because it is extremely aggressive
and is a known carrier of two serious viral infections, dengue
fever and La Crosse encephalitis.
However, the officials also
claim that the mosquitos have
been virtually eliminated, and it
is highly unlikely that they will
migrate to other areas of the

state.

The tiger mosquito was first
discovered in Ohio in August,
1966. Robin Foust, sanitarian for
the Health Department in Findlay, said the species was believed to have come from Texas
on a buck carrying used tire
casings. He said the mosquito
prefers stagnant water, ana the
casings, which were filled with
water, provided an excellent
breeding environment.
The Asian tiger mosquito is
native to Asia, but Foust said it
was introduced in the United
States in 1985 when a shipload of
used tire casings, which were
unknowingly infested with the
mosquitos, was brought to
Texas from Japan.
Since the mosquitos were first
identified in Ohio, health department officials have made
continuous efforts to destroy
them.
Foust said cans filled with
stagnant water were placed in
areas suspected to have attrac-

ted the mosquitos, particularly
areas that retread tires or deal
in used tires or tire casings.
The most recent survey was
conducted in Findlay in earlySeptember 1987.
When the cans were checked,
we discovered mosquito eggs
which we sent to Columbus for
verification," Foust said. "The
eggs were identified as those of
the Asian tiger mosquito."
Ellen Peterson, epidemiology
investigator for the state health
department, said immediate action was taken on the discovery.
"Our control efforts were
fairly successful," she said.
"We used fogging devices,
which consist of an ultralow volume mist, and insecticides to
kill the larvae."
Even though the primary concern over the mosquitos has
been the diseases they carry, no
one has contracted either
disease because of the mosquitos. Dr. Joshua Kaplan, director
D See Mosquito, page 3.

News in Brief

DLoved by Millions may not come
back to the University, see story page 3.
□ October Is Crime
Month, see story page 3.

by Laura Hardy
staff reporter

Selleck, Shepherd are
sexiest people of year
says CIS magazine poll

L

NEW YORK (AP) - TV detectives Cybil Shepherd of "Moonlighting" and Tom Selleck of "Magnum, P.I.," topthe list of the 30 sexiest people this
year.according to a magazine readers poll.
Selleck knocked another television sleuth, Don
Johnson of "Miami Vice," from first to fourth
place in the list of the 10 sexiest men, which appears in the Oct. 19 issue of US magazine.
Shepherd held onto the No. 1 spot from last year.
She was followed by Jaclyn Smith, who played a
TV detective on "Charlie's Angels" in the 1970s.

The second-sexiest man was actor Tom Cruise,
followed by actor Mel Gibson, Johnson, "Moonlighting" co-star Bruce Willis, actor Mark Harmon, rock singer Jon Bon Jovi and actors Robert
Redford, Paul Newman and Rob Lowe.
Actress Kathleen Turner was the third-sexiest
woman, followed by actresses Elizabeth Taylor
Heather Locklear, Donna Mills and Linda Evans'
rock singer Madonna, "Wheel of Fortune" hostess
Vanna White and actress Jane Seymour.

Editorial

l October 2,1*7

Scrutiny needed
The old adage about killing the bearer of bad
news has come to light again recently in the
problems of ex-presidential contender Joseph Biden.
Biden left the Democratic race for the presidency
last week after the press reported he had plagiarized and falsified academic claims.
The key word here is reported.
But, Biden blamed the withdrawal of his candidacy on the "exaggerated shadow" of those mistakes in the media.
In a reminiscent Gary Hart-type fashion, Biden is
refusing to take responsibility for his own actions,
and instead, is blaming the press for reporting the
truth.
After all, he plagiarized and lied — not the press.
The job of the press is to spread the truth to the
American people about all important issues — including possible leaders.
While some argue that the media is going too far
in its investigation of the histories ofcandidates,
that argument contains faulty logic.
As watchdogs over political leaders, the press
must report details about candidates' characters
that may affect their actions as president.
The American people deserve to know if a man
who may become president some day has a record
for being dishonest, as in the case of Biden.
Few could deny that a president's honesty and
character has a great deal to do with how he behaves in office.
Not surprisingly, the stricter morality standard
for candidates came about after Watergate.
As one historian rightly pointed out, we've been
wrong tune after time in choosing a president who
is not what we thought he was in the campaign.
For those reasons, it is a must that the press
maintain its watchdog function over political candidates.
After all, who wants another Richard Nixon?

Students without
voice a nightmare
By Jim Perry
Why bother? Why bother supporting our student government? As I read this question in
the Sept. 23 issue of The BG
News, it was enough to startle
me out of my unusual sleepy
daze in my 8:30 a.m. class.
However, soon after I put the
paper down I found myself drifting into a daydream.
In my dream, I was walking
on a sidewalk on a campus that
was not familiar. This campus
was dark and eerie; even darker
than BGSU. As I continued to
walk, I noticed many people
walking alone on this campus. I
stopped one young lady and askedif there was a student escort
system on the campus. "We
used to have one," she said, "until the tragedy of 1987." Before I
could say more, she was gone.
As I continued on my way I
came upon a residence hall
named Kreisher Quadrangle. It
looked just like Kreischer at
BGSU, but there wasn't a beautiful student recreation center
across from this quad. I wondered why this campus didn't
have a rec, and my answer
came as I noticed a sign posted
in an empty lot. The original
writing had been scratched
over, but I could make it out. It
read: FUTURE SIGHT OF
STUDENT RECREATION
CENTER. Right above this
someone had spray painted
"Cancelled in 1987."
Just then I heard what appeared to be people chanting. As
I turned a corner I discovered a
rup of students protesting the
percent increase in tuition.
After a few minutes a campus
police car pulled up and the
police tried to stop the protest. A
few students refused to stop and
to my horror they were beaten

until they yielded. One student
managed to get away, however,
and as he ran toward me I
stopped him and asked how the
police could get away with such
treatment. "Where have you
been?" he asked. "They've been
doing that since the tragedy of
1987. Since we gave up our voice,
our right to be represented.
They've been getting away with
that ever since we gave up our
right to student government in
1987." As we walked toward his
car, he noticed the pile of parking tickets on his car. "We used
to nave the right to appeal these
until we decided there was no
need for a student government."
The thought of unrestrained
gargoyles in Cushmans was
enough to bring me back to the
reality of Marketing 402. It was
also enough to get me a little hot
under the collar. Why bother
supporting your government
when tuition continues to go up,
when the university administration continues to ignore the
parking problem, when university employees are given a
raise above inflation during a
time of economic crisis for the
university? BECAUSE IF YOU
DID, THINGS WOULD
CHANGE. If the over 17,000 students on this campus would
unite on an issue, any issue, then
their voice will be heard, and
things will start changing. We,
the students are the consumers
of this university's product, and
therefore we have consumer
sovereignty. It's about time we
used it. Power through unity —
that is the goal of this year's
student government actaiinistration. Won't you lend a hand?
Perry, a senior interpersonal
and public communication
major from Perrysburg, is vice
president of the Undergraduate
Student Government.
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Barbershop trip hair razing
Last weekend I got my second
haircut of 1987. As you can see
by the picture, this one ought to
last me until the the turn of the
decade.
I don't like haircuts. I haven't
liked them for years, but they're
a necessary evil like fast food
and local news shows.
When I was a kid, haircuts
were a true joy. For one thing,
they only cost a quarter. For another, the quarter always came
from my parents.
With that kind of arrangement, I had no qualms about going to Tim's Barber Shop a couple of times a month ana getting
an early "SOs buzz job. No
qualms at all.
But, affordability and ease of
choice only explain why I didn't
mind haircuts. There was another reason why I loved them.
Tim had a comic book collection
that rivaled Pat Browne's.
While I was waiting for some
old Slayton gent to get his buzz
job, I could have my pick of
Batman, Superman, Action,
World's Finest, The Brave and
the Bold, Aquaman and all of my
other DC Comics favorites. With

reading material like that at my
disposal, Tim could have hacked
at my hair with an old, jagged
wheat scythe and I wouldn't
have complained.
My only gripes would come
when I was Tim's only customer
and there was no excuse to sit in
the waiting chairs. On one of
those occasions, Tim noticed the
way I stared at his stack of comics while he had at me with the
clippers. When the haircut was
finished and the quarter was
duly offered, he told me to take a
comic, any comic, home with
me. They don't make barbers
like that anymore.
There was one drawback of
going to Tim's, though, and I resented it more the older I got.
Tim liked to listen to country
music — bad country music.
During the summer of 1973,1
heard the worst song I've ever
heard in my life right there in
Tim's barber shop. If memory
serves me right, here's a sample
verse:
When you wrote I love you
On the blackboard of my heart
You erased all the other
names
That kept us far apart.
Tim liked that one.
By 1974, though. Tim was no
longer giving me buzz jobs. My
hair wasn't long by the standards of the day, unless you asked my mother to set the standards, but it was far longer than
it had been. My trips to Tim
were spread farther and farther

apart. My ears became less and
less visible until they finally disappeared altogether.
They made their return last
weekend. It marked the first
time since 1975 that they were
fully visible.
What happened in 1975? I got
two haircuts in San Diego the
summer I sold books door-todoor. Both were buzz jobs. Both
left me miserable. My fondness
for haircuts had ended.

dido one Saturday morning. It
turned out that my friend and I
had each other's sales cases, so I
was left without my order
forms.
By noon I felt pretty silly
about writing up orders on napkins, so I decided to put my
80-hour-a-week schedule on the
line by taking the rest of the day
off. Although my hair was just
beginning to look human again, I

When I was a kid, haircuts were a true
joy. For one thing, they only cost a
quarter.
I sot the first one my first
week in San Diego. An elderly
Oriental man politely and energetically snipped away, and for
some reason I didn't tell him
when to stop. He finally quit
when he ran out of raw material
to work on.
The next day I was walking
with my selling buddies downtown when I was stopped by a
shore patrol officer who grabbed
me and gruffly instructed me to
present some identification.
He had me figured for an
AWOL sailor. His mistake was
understandable. I was probably
the only civilian around in 1975
with hair shorter than the bristles on a toothbrush.
Three months later, my buddies dropped me off in Escon-

decided to get a trim before
starting my deliveries.
I picked an innocent looking
shop in a mall. I knew it couldn't
hold a candle to Tim's: the only
reading material was a pile of
Newsweeks. But it looked safe
enough.
The barber began cutting
without asking how I liked it. Figuring that to be the local custom, I decided to let him work
awhile before letting him know I
didn't want it very snort.
And then I fell asleep. When I
woke up, there it was — another
buzz job. I've averaged about
three haircuts a year since.

sions of opinion, but there are
one or two claims of fact that I
would like to address.
Ms. Haitz claims that because
the money raised by the Foundation is dedicated to the service
of the University's needs, "The
distinction between the University and the University
Foundation is therefore irrelevant." Hardly. The distinction is
this: The Board of Trustees of
the Foundation, a completely
independent self-perpetuating
body, decides which investment
instruments they will purchase
and which they will sell. The
University Board of Trustees
and administration has no control whatsoever over their decisions. I do not consider this to
be an "irrelevant" distinction.

suggests that we have no right to
criticize the actions of the BGSU
Foundation." I have never at
any time suggested such a thing,
and I believe that each and
every one of us has the right to
criticize anything or any person
we wish, including the Foundation, the University administration or anyone else.
Finally, I would like to note
something which was omitted
from Ms. Haitz's article which is
surely relevant to the subheadline Foundation actions cloud
Olscamp's anti-racism stand." I
would like to note that I have
Eiublicly indicated my position in
avor of divestment, both verbally and in writing, on several occasions.

Hergert, an instructor in English from Slayton, Minn., is a
columnist for The News.

Letters
Underage student
finds discrimination
The ad read something to the
effect of this: "Homecoming
Mixer — Lenhart Grand Ballroom — University Union."
Factline stated "all students
welcome." The key word here is
"all."
Back in July at the time of
freshman registration I filled
out papers on top of papers, decided on classes to take, even
bought an All-Sports Pass, and
received my very own University student ID. I dutifully paid
my estimated $821 for instructional fees, f 193 in general fees,
$569 for my room and $440 for
meals. My first semester paid
for, I drew the conclusion that I
was a Bowling Green State University freshman. I was wrong.
A Friday night with nothing to
do. Wait ... tonight is the UAO
Homecoming Mixer. Now there
is something that would be fun
and that I could take part in,
right? Wrong! Upon presenting
my BGSU ID, I was told, "Sorry
but you are only 17 and because
we are serving alcohol to those
patrons 'of age' we cannot allow
you in."
What is the deal folks? The
law states anyone not 19 years
old as of July 31 of this year is
not of legal drinking age, therefore, 18-year-olds and some
19-year-olds who attended were
distinguished by the fact they
did not receive a wristband like
the "of age patrons." I paid my
fees just like every other student
on campus. I am enrolled as a
full-time student. Don't I fit in
under "all students welcome?" I
read the ad in The BG News on
Sept. 24, and there was no
statement "minors not admitted."
You know, I never asked to be
a 17-year-old freshman. I apologize to all the hypocrites of this
fine establishment who said they
wanted to bring more activities
to the campus for the "underage crowd. In addition to waiting until I am 21 to legally drink,
I now have to wait until I am 18
to attend campus functions to

which I am entitled to attend in
the first place. If this is in fact
the case, I demand a partial refund on my tuition. Either that
or I could just hire a lawyer and
bring a discrimination case
against the University ... but
then I would probably end up
drowning in a lot of bureaucratic
red tape. I guess then there is
only one question left to ask:
Can anyone direct me to a
cheap babysitter?
Jeanne Van Allen
350 McDonald East

University separate
from Foundation
This is a note in reply to the
guest editorial by Trisha Haitz
in the Oct. 1,1987 issue. I have no
comment on Ms. Haitz's expres-

Ms. Haitz claims later in her
article that "Mr. Olscamp

Sincerely,
Paul J. Olscamp
President
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Editor's Note
Concern has surfaced about
the headline with yesterday's
column by Trisha Haitz. Some
seem confused by the main
headline "Divestment backs racism." The columnist claims
that because the BGSU Foundation has invested in countries
supporting apartheid, efforts by
the University to fight racism on
campus have less impact.
However, the subheadline
"Foundation actions cloud Olscamp's anti-racism stand" further qualifies the main head.
Therefore, the so-called
"divestment'' is still not enough
of an effort toward ending
apartheid.
He JVews regrets any confusion generated by the headline.
But we're glad to see that people
do read the editorial page.
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afety is promoted Beer taken to act
by Cathy Hoohn
sttlf reporter
Campus safety employees have hundreds of
crime prevention idea* up their sleeves, and
are promoting several programs during October-National Crime rWention Mouth - to
give students thee* tipa.
Yesterday, campus safety set up a display on
the first floor of the University Union offering
brochures and other materials on crime prevention.
One action Charlotte Starnes, crime prevention coodinator, said the pamphlets warn studcnts against is walking by themselves at night.
"Students shouldn't be walking alone in the
dark, but they are. We want to teach them about
using the buddy system... and other measures
to ensure their own safety," she said.
The department of campus safety will also be
offering a ''Ortmebtter Award" to the oncampus housing units with the largest number
of participantsIn their Operation Identification
program by the end of October.
The program's purpose is to discourage theft,
Starnes said. Students are encouraged to mark
their valuable items and to put a special decal
on their doors to signify they are participants of
The markings on the goods make the items
more difficult for thieves to sell and assist the

police in identifying the goods if stolen.
"It (the program) is to make students recognise that they themselves can help prevent
crime.''Starnes said.
Another program sponsored by campus
safety is Crime Prevention Rap Sessions. During the sessions, which are held in residence
balls and other areas upon request, campus
safety representatives discuss topics such as
"One rape is too many," ways to lesson opportunities for assault and motor vehicle tips.
"Students should be made aware of these
things. Do not leave car registration papers or
insurance policy cards in the glove compartment. If you lose your car, you lose your valuables, right?" Starnes said.
The department is also
in 1983.
called Hall Watch, initt "
and students
Night guards, resident _.
alike are involved in this program to safeguard
against theft.
Students watch each others rooms and dose
any doors of any unoccupied rooms. Night
guards will close the doors and leave a card
reading, "You could have been ripped off" to let
the residents know their door was open.
New cards will be used in the future where
campus safety will be alerted of doors being left
open and can "notify students about the dangers of it," Starnes said
Students should be losing their room doors
"whether they're in there or not," she said.

Ticket charges studied
by Jackie Jackson

"This is a new thing, and
whether or not it is a good
thing will be evaluated."

staff reporter
Whether or not students
charge future University Activities Organization concert tickets
to their bursar accounts will be
determined by this year's collections.
"This is the first time that
we've done a UAO concert,"
Joseph Martini, University Bursar, said.' 'I want to see how collections occur and how much
expense it takes."
Tickets for the INXS concert
went on sale on Wednesday, and
students who have validated fall
1987 identification cards are
permitted to charge a maximum
of three tickets to their bursar
accounts.
"My understanding is that it is
a student concert," Martini
said. "Non-University related

-Joseph Martini
people are not allowed to charge
tickets. It's a privilege given to
students."
He said the decision to allow
charging of concert tickets was
made sometime last year and
was reconfirmed this year.
"The Bursar's Office has been
working with UAO with some of
their financial activities over
the last year or so," be
said."Erperience to date with
UAO has been good."
He said ticket prices are similar to the price of auto registration, All- Sports Passes, parking

violations and the Key.
"This is a new thing," Martini
said, "and whether or not it is a
good thing will be evaluated."
Tickets are payable upon billing, Martini said, and students
must pay for them prior to receiving grades for fail term and
before attending class in the
spring semester.
"I think it is worthwhile trying
it," he said, "and we'll see how
it comes out.
"Even my daughter bought
tickets on her account."

I

Loved by Millions breaks University rule
by Cathy Hoehn
staff reporter
The band Loved By Millions
may not be allowed to play at the
University Union again.
The band, who performed in
the Lenhart Grand Ballroom of
the Union last Friday night, was
seen carrying a case of beer into
the building. The band took the
beer into their break room,
planning to saving it after the
show, said Steve Athanus, lead
singer for the band.
A campus police officer and a
Union employee came to the
room and confiscated the beer.
The Union employee told the
band not to bring in any more
beer.
Later, a Union employee told
police that a food service employee would notify the band
they could not come back to play
at the Union, although no action
has been taken.
"I personally don't believe
whoever said it had any substance to it," said Dave Crooks,
director of the University Union.
According to Crooks, dismissing the band is not part of Union
policy, but it is illegal for a holder of a liquor license to allow an

Mosquito.
D Continued from page 1.
of the University Student Health
Center, said.
Kaplan said that La Crosse
encephalitis and dengue fever,
the two diseases associated with
the Asian tiger mosquito, will
probably be little cause for concern, despite their serious
natures.
"(These diseases) may become more common as a result
of the mosquito, but they will
undoubtedly remain a minor
health risk," he said.
La Crosse encephalitis is
characterized by fever, headache, confusion, drowsiness and

individual to bring alcohol into
the establishment.
"So if an individual comes into
the establishnment with alcohol,
we can't allow him to keep it,"
he said.
Athanus said he was aware of
"some kind of such policy, but
the little rebellion in them
made them go to Howard's Club
H on Main Street and obtain a
case of beer.
"For some reason, they (security) lied to us in the beginning of the night. Maybe not Bed
— they told us it was in our contract that we could not drink,"
he said. "We didn't understand
why it was a big deal. It's not
like we have a reputation for being wild, I don't think."
Athanus said the band abided
by the rules at universities
which have a "no alcohol" policy, but could not understand
the reasoning here.
"There seems to be an air of
paranoia around (the Bowling
Green) campus," Athanus said.
Bill Bess, director of public
safety, is looking into whether
the band will be permitted to
perform on campus.
He said the decision will be
based on whether the band is cooperative, meaning if they plan
seizures. It occurs mostly in the
midwest and is most often found
in boys between 5- and 10-yearsold.
Dengue fever is most common
in tropical areas from Asia to
the Carribean. Its symptoms include high fever, muscle pains,
vomiting, rash and weakness.
To avoid the risk of either
disease, Kaplan suggested
taking precautions against attracting mosquitos by removing
any outdoor containers which
may trap stagnant water. He
also suggested wearing long-sleeved shirts and using insect
repellent when outdoors, especially around dusk.

to abide by the rules in the future, if no one told them the
rules and if "they behaved otherwise exemplary" when the
beer was confiscated.
"As far as I'm concerned, the
band may be permitted to come
back," he said.
However, the band has considered not coming back to play
on campus because of the Uiuversty's "rigid policies," Athanus said.
"The last time we were here,
we pulled people up on the stage.
Immediately, some University
employees came up and politely
told us they don't like to nave us
pull people up on stage. It's part
of our act," he said. We don't
like having people telling us how
to run our show."
The band members may chose
not to follow through with it because they do not want to lose
their followers.
"We certainly don't want to
alienate our audience there (at
Bowling Green)," Athanus said.
Athanus said an alternative
Eroposal they are considering is
i add a clause in their next contract for their "own fees plus
one case of Michelob Light —
that's the kind of beer we bad
that they confiscated."

Quake
3 Continued from page 1.
KNBC-TV in Burbank reported
that its telephones were out and
that electricity was out in some
parts of Burbank, northwest of
downtown Los Angeles.
Margie Thomas, a secretary
at the Job Corps building
downwtown, was eating breakfast at a restaurant when the
building rattled, sending small
bits of plaster to the ground and
patrons onto the sidewalk.
"Ever since I moved here a
year ago, I've been dreaming
there's going to be a horrible,
horrible earthquake and 1
thought this was it," Thomas
said.
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NOTICE OF INTENT TO APPOINT
STUDENT MEMBERS TO ACGFA

YOUR MUSIC
LIBRARY
ON
128 N. Main St./Downtown

SALE

NOW

Eight student organizations each select one student member to the Advisory
Committee on General Fee Allocations. Students Interested in being considered
for selection to ACGFA may contact one of the organizations listed below. The
selection process will be completed by Friday, October 23, 1987.
Black Student Union
Commuter Off-Campus Organization
Latino Student Union
Resident Student Association
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Thanks to the Following for Making
Homecoming 1987 a Success
ProvMora of Fluluods foe Fioofl*
N Ke-th Bradley
Helen and Dave Knauss
DougMchaelis
SlanPatten
DougSepie
Artyn Snyder
William wammes
Hot Air MoonM •
Gene Tdbbert ana his Crew
RrffnCnQVwS WfrO LOflt IrHJiT

Support
through MorchondlM

$697, $597l *12?5!
ONLY

ONLY

COMPACT DISK

N.W. OHIO'S LARGEST
SELECTION OF
COMPACT DISCS!

OPEN 7 DAYS
MON.-THURS. 9AM - 10PM
FRI. - SAT. 9 AM - MIDNIGHT
SUNDAYS 11AM-7PM

,++++++***++*****+a**********************************?

Third World Graduate Association
Women for Women
World Student Association
Panhellenic Council

The Arrangement
BGSU Alhtelc Department
Big Dipper Ice Cream Company
Domino s Pizza
Evons Otlce Eaupment
Focon House
finders Records & Topes
Flower House
Great Lakes Sporting Goods
Groovey Records
Hor Unlimited
Hart Audo
Kentucky Fred Chicken
Lake Ere Sports
McDonalds
Merle Norman Cosmelcs
Mmi-Motl Beouty Salon
Myles Flowers

Urdvorttty OfScoi and
Organljatlom Alumni Association
Alumni Office
Athlete Deportment
Campus Escort Service
Campus Solely and Security
Commuter Oft Campus Organ zaton
Food Goeratons
Grounds Department
Ice Arena
Interfraternity Council
Inventory Management
Minority Student Activities
Panhefemc Council
Parking Services
Pubic relations Offce
Resident Student Association
ROTC
Student Athlete Board
Undergraduate Alumni Asscoaton
University Activities Organization
University Bonds
University Bookstore

MFA

TraraportaHon turnUhod by Dishop Ford Nissan
Glass City Corvette Club
Or Terry Parsons
Thayer Chevrolet
ArtWitlhite
Zenoba Jeepslers
ZenoOo Corvoirs

Pax

SBX Bookstore
Toco Bell
TCBY
Tone and Tan Boutque
University ActMtes Organization
University Bookstore
Viloge Preacher
Wizard Graphics
WoocfandMc*
Yum Yum Tree
JOLT Distnbutas

Tern Bell
Gregg DeCrone
Kmberhe GoldsDerry
Km Jones
Greg Macvarish
Carlo Mathes
Theresa McComber
Alan Nordyke
JoeSiagle
Jame Slavm
AdamSterle
Sue Witschi
Nancy Wright

OonoroJ-

jerry Anderson
Rosemary Baste
Mayor Bruce Bellara
Andy Blesi
Bowling Green City Polce
Department

. ,

Bowling Green cnamoer of
Commerce

Bowling Green Skating CluO
Jim Brennan
<•
Jute Campbell
•,
Coptoi Plastics
Chuck Codding
Bob Crag
John Fowcelt
Joan Gordon
CandceGrie'
Thorn Heodley
Deb Helm
Dr Margaret Heskiit
Ll Sam Johnson
Kelly Jones
HalKnapp
Dr Mike Morsden
Gardner McLean
Wofly Mudd
Em Palmer
Amy Peters
Dr Robert Romans
Ben Rowe
St Thomas More Clowns
Bran Swanson
Wood County Agricultural Society
Wood County Disaster Services
Wood County 4-H
AMD AU THOSI WHO
PASTVCIPATID
IN THI HOMfCOMIN* PAtAM

MM

OTHIS WAYS COWRISUTID TO
THI
HOMfCOMHNO CIUMATIOM.
Homecoming is CoorOnoted by

the

Offce ol Student Activities &
demotion - a Division of
Student Affairs

Elsewhere
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News Briefs

Iran, Iraq strike tankers
MANAMA, Bahrain (AP) — Iraq said its steamed south through the gulf and was exwarplanes attacked a tanker off Iran yes- pected to pass through the Strait of Hormuz.
Shipping executives said that at 8:03 a.m.
terday, and two Iranian speedboats carried
out a daylight attack on a Pakistani-flag yesterday, radio monitors picked up a message
from the 43,429-ton Johar, owned by
tanker in the Persian Gulf.
Iranian speedboats were meanwhile re- Pakistan's National Tanker Co., sailing
ported to have raked two Japan-bound tan- from Karachi to the Saudi oil terminal of Jukers with machine-gun fire in the mouth of bail.
The tanker reported that it was under atthe Strait of Hormuz, the entrance to the
tack by two speedboats near the Strait of
gulf.
Minor damage was reported in all three Hormuz. It reported minor damage and said
it was continuing under its own power, they
cases, with no casualties.
One of the Iranian attacks was on a tanker said.
About three hours earlier, Iraqi jet fightpartially filled with Iranian crude oil, acers struck a "large maritime target near the
cording to gulf-based shipping executives.
The executives said they could not confirm Iranian coast," the Baghdad High Coma report that a third Japanese tanker, the mand announced in a war communique. It
484,276-ton Nissei Maru, was hit around the _ said the planes returned safely to base.
The raid was "to deprive the Iranian resame time that the two others — the
237,365-ton Nichiharu Maru and the gime of the opportunity to exploit the reven236,425-ton Western City — were raided at ues of its oil exports for aggression and continuation of war," added the communique,
dusk Wednesday.
carried by the official Iraqi News Agency
The reports came as U.S. warships guided and Baghdad radio, monitored in Cyprus.
two U.S. Military Sealift Command ships
Iraq uses the term "large maritime tarcarrying supplies north through the Persian get" to refer to tankers using Iran's Kharg
Gulf toward Bahrain, the Pentagon said.
Island oil terminal. There was no immediate
Another convoy of U.S. warships and a re- confirmation of the strike.
flagged Kuwaiti tanker, the Gas Prince,
Iran customarily raids ships in the gulf in

reprisal for Iraqi air raids on tankers near
Iran.
The Reagan administration agreed last
summer to reflag 11 Kuwaiti tankers to
protect them from attacks by Iran, which
accuses Kuwait of aiding Iraq.
Iraq has escalated its raids on Iranian
shipping lanes since last weekend in an apparent bid to increase pressure on Tehran as
it considers a cease-fire demand by the U.N.
Security Council. At least six Iranian-bound
tankers were struck in Iraqi raids over the
past six days.
Shipping executives said Iranian speedboats carried out the attacks on the Nichiharu Maru and the Western City when they
were in the vicinity of the Iranian oil-loading
terminal at Larak island in Hormuz.
The Nichiharu Maru, which flies the
Japanese flag and is owned by Nissho Kisen,
had taken on oil at United Arab Emirates
terminals. The Western City, which flies the
I jberian flag but is operated by Japan Line
Ltd., had loaded oil in the U.A.E. and at
Larak, according to the executives, who
spoke on condition they were not identified.
Japan's Transport Ministry said the
communications room of the Nichiharu
Maru was damaged by gunfire.

Southerners oppose Bork
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sens.
David Pryor, D-Ark., and Terry
Sanford, D-N.C, yesterday became the first Southern Democrats to oppose the nomination
of Supreme Court nominee

Robert Bork.
Both Bork supporters and opponents had hoped to gain the
backing of Sanford and Pryor.
who have been on the undecided
list until now.

WALT DISNEY WORLD
COLLEGE PROGRAM
Walt Disney World representatives will present
an information session on the Walt Disney
World College Program on October 5 at 7:00
PM in 112 Business Administration Building.
Attendance at this presentation is required to
interview for the Spring College Program,
January-May, 1988.
Major(s) considered: Business, Recreation,
Speech/Communications, Hospitality, and
Restaurant Management.
For more information, contact: Cooperative
Education Office, 372-2451.

The Pryor and Sanford announcements followed four
other announcements by Senate
Democrats this week of opposition to Bork. But those four
senators had been assumed to be
in the anti-Bork camp prior to
their announcements.
Pryor, in a floor speech, said
Bork does not have the judicial
temperament to serve on the
Supreme Court.
"This nomination has
polarized America.... This is the
most divisive nominee to have
his name before the Senate in
modern times. We don't need
someone to divide us, we need
someone to bring us together,"

t IMA WltT on y pnxuCTOrt

NMPC

NMPC

NMPC

NMPC

NMPC

145 N. MAIN

353-8942

NMPC

M

amencan
smokeout

All speakers start at 7:30 in State Room
except Mon. Oct. 5 which will be held in
McFall Center.
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/MARKETING Come join the fun and find out what
/1SOCWTION marketing is all about!!
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The 1987 Chi Omega Fall Pledge Class Proudly
Announces their newly Elected Officers:
President
Vice President
Secretary I
Secretory ll
Treasurer
Social
Alumnae
Personnel
Civc

Kelli Guiher
Ann Brogan
Lisa Kolarik
Corine Huddleston
Terry Leach
Betsy Brodski
Robin Beat
NMPC

join
the great

Oct. 5: Ken Lauerer (Advertising)
Lauerer, Martin, Gibbs Inc.

Thurs. Oct. 8: Jack Grove (Sales)
Marathon Oil

Angie Woods
Beth Rutgers
Stephanie Abbott
Julie Martini

NMPC

The 2-foot-long device,
made from a mammoth's
tusk, is considered a boomerang because of its shape
rather than any proof of its
ability to return to the
thrower, they wrote in the
British journal Nature.

Wed. Oct. 7: Tom Brundage (Marketing)
CompuServe

Cabinet

NMPC

The cave may have been a
temporary home for the migratory inhabitants of central
Europe in Upper Paleolithic
times, the researchers said.

Tues. Oct. 6: Carla Aukett (Research)
N.F.O. Research

Executive Officers

NMPC

The OTA report issued this
month said if any study of
Agent Orange is considered,
it should be narrowly focused.
The report acknowledges that
its conclusion runs counter to
the widely held belief that
most of the ground troops in
Vietnam were heavily exposed to the chemical.

* Sponsored by AMA *

New Member
Panhellenic Council

NMPC

dient in Agent Orange that is
believed to cause cancer, in
the blood of just two of 573
Vietnam veterans tested.

CAREER AWARENESS WEEK
Mon.

Community Service
Fundraising
IFMDC Representative
Parlimentarian
Publicity
Scholarship
Unity

WASHINGTON (AP) - A
new congressional report
seconds the findings of a federal study that said large-scale research on Vietnam
veterans' exposure to Agent
Orange cannot be conducted
because their exposure to the
defoliant was limited.
A staff report from the Office of Technology Assessment agreed with findings by
the Centers for Disease Control, which found significant
levels of dioxin, a key ingre-

NEW YORK (AP) — Scientists reported yesterday that
the world's oldest known
boomerang has been found in
a Polish cave, but they're not
about to throw the
23,000-year-old artifact to see
if it comes back.
The cave in Oblazowa Park
in southern Poland also contained a human thumb bone
and the teeth and bones of a
variety of amphibians, birds,
reptiles and mammals.

25%
OFF
Regular Price

The Panhellenic Council would like to congratulate the

President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer

Caesarian section at Johannesburg's Park Lane Clinic,
included two boys and a girl,
said the South African Broadcasting Corp. The South African Press Association said
the babies, delivered two
weeks prematurely, weighed
4.6 pounds, 5 pounds ana 2.8
pounds, respectively.
The clinic issued a statement on behalf of the family
saying only that the surrogate
mother, Pat Anthony, 48, and
the babies were well.

Oldest boomerang found

y/H©€/
NMPC

JOHANESBURG, South
Africa (AP) — A 48-year-old
South African woman gave
birth to her daughter's testtube triplets yesterday, becoming the surrogate mother
of her own grandchildren in
what her husband called "an
act of love."

Toxin exposure limited

Entire Inventory

NMPC

Woman bears grandkids

"He remains an unknown man
with unknown beliefs," Pryor
said.
Sanford said Bork is willing to
bend his constitutional philosophy of judicial restraint when it
suits him.
Bork has upheld the president's authority every time the
executive branch and the Congress were in conflict on such issues as war powers and the special prosecutor law, Sanford
said.

WOMEN'S Hi-Tops

»N EOU*l OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

John Paul and 232 bishops
from around the world celebrated Mass together in St.
Peter's Basilica to formally
open the monthlong meeting.
The synod is a consultative
body that meets every three
years to inform and advise
the pontiff.
In his homily, John Paul,
speaking in Italian, said he is
confident that the meeting
"will help us to loose

whatever needs to be loosed
in this vast sphere of the laity,
so that their proper and specific tasks for the ecclesial mission will spring forth from
their vocation."
He said that lay people
should not be considered inferior to the clergy. Two lay
women read from the Gospels
during the service.
Among the main topics for
discussion is the need to
expand the role of women in
the Roman Catholic Church,
which has 850 million followers. Many Catholic
women's groups in the United
States and other Western
countries have complained of
male dominance in the
church.

It was believed to be the
first birth of its kind in the
history of surrogate motherhood.
The triplets, delivered by

Because life is not a spectator sporty

alt |jpisney World

VATICAN CITY (AP) Pope John Paul II yesterday
convened a synod of bishops
on the role of women and laity
in the Roman Catholic
Church, declaring his "profound esteem for our lay
brothers and sisters."

Pryor said.
"A shroud of uncertainty
permeates his thinking," he
said, and confirmation would be
"a voyage into the unknown."

Reebokm
X

Pontiff to discuss laity

NMPC

NMPC

NMPC

Karen Wollram
Darla Hoires
Mary Elum
Trina de Falco
Jill Fournier
Renee Avis
Christy LilliDridge
usa HaDerstock
Lisa Hare

Spirit

Bngitte Palm
Heidi Rauaabaugh
Shanon Wise
Sign/Song
Missy Day
Laura Docherty
Sandy Shvorob
Sheliah Hogan
NMPC Representatives
Denna Tnvsonno
Historians
Missy PaySuzy Smith

We would also like to congratulate Beth Rutgers on being elected
NMPC Vice President'

We Wish You the Best of Luck.
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Falcons host 3rd annual Soccer Cup
by Mark Hunlebrinkei
sports reporter

The Bowling Green Soccer Cup is a contest that features variety.
Former Falcon mentor Mickey Cochrane said that in
most college soccer tournaments, the teams Invited by
the host are from the same part of the country. This is
not the case this weekend as the Falcons play host to
Iona, 04 and Alabama A&M, 3-5. BG's lone Midwest invitee is Ohio State. 6-3-1.
Cochrane, who led BG to a pair of NCAA appearnces
in 1972 and 1973, believes the variety of locations of the
visiting schools makes the tournament interesting.

"The tournament displays a wide geographical
spread," he said. "Having a team from New York City
and a team from Alabama really gives a different dimension."
Falcon bead coach Gary Palmisano, who took over
for Cochrane in 1978, said that the tournament is convenient for his squad.
"One of the criteria of scheduling is to promote competiton from outside the region," Palmisano said. "We
think the Soccer Cup works well because it completes
two favorable objectives.
"One objective is to strengthen the schedule and the
best way to solve this problem is to have a tournament
where teams from other regions meet," he said. "The

Gridders
Arizona
destined

other objective is to give our team some exposure and
the tournament adds excitement."
Another feature of this year's tournament is the adaptation of a high school tournament held in the same
format as the collegiate games. The high school teams
are composed of the in-state entries of Anthony Wayne
(Toledo) and St. Charles (Columbus) and out-of-state
teams Troy Athens (Michigan) and St. Benedict's (New
Jersey). The high school games precede the college
matches tommorow and Sunday. The high school games
are slated at 9 and 11 a.m., while the college matches
start at 1 and 3 p.m. BG plays at 1 p.m. both days when
tomorrow it faces Alabama A&M and Sunday, Iona.

Bowling Green found a
way to beat the cold
weather —visit Arizona,
The Falcons travel to
Taacon, Arix. to face the
AriMoa Wildcats in the;
team's bat non-conference
game of the season.
Tomorrow's kickoff is.
scheduled for 7 p.m. MST. .
The Falcons, 1-2 overall
and 1-1 in the Mid-.
American Conference, will
be tod by backup quarterback Eric Smith. Starter
Rich Dackin was injured in
last week's 34-27 loss to
Western Michigan and will
not play against the Wildcats.
BG coach Moe Ankney,
who was the defensive co,
ordinator for the Wildcats
from 1980-85, said he is ,
confident in Smith's ability
to lead the Falcons against
UA.
"I'm very comfortable
with Eric," Ankney said.
"He's got experience and
he's been in the heat of
battle several times. His
biggest liability is a tendency to, throw the ball'
where he shouldn't and he
gets intercepted." Smith
completed 14 of 23 passes
for 144 yards in relief last
week, but also threw a key
interception in the fourth
quarter.

Harriers home BG opens MAC slate
for Invitational
by Andy Woodard
sports reporter •

The Bowling Green men's
and women's cross country
teams return home this
weekend to host the Mel
Brodt Invitational.
The harriers are trying to
rebound from two disappointing losses suffered last week
to Miami. Coach Sid Sink sees
this meet as a chance to show
the team is better than they
were last week.
"The men need to run well
after the disappointment of
last week," said Sink. "And
the women are about ready to
show their true potential this
week."
The men will be running
against Ohio State and

Western Michigan while the
women will be hosting
Western Michigan and Detroit Both BG teams are
healthy with the exception of
Mike McKenna who is nursing sore shins again this
week. The Invitational is in
honor of Mel Brodt who was
the top track and cross country coach in BG history. He
coached S3 All-Americans,
two MAC champion teams,
and finished in the top-10 four
years in a row.
The meet will be held at the
Forrest Creason Golf Course
on Saturday with the men beginning at 11:00 and the
women going off at noon.

When the Bowling Green volleyball team takes
the court, opponents often try to exploit any weaknesses the Falcons have and also stop their most
powerful weapon.
Kent State coach Zen Golemeiosky said he wants
his team to do just that when the Golden Flashes
face BG tonight at 7 p.m. in Anderson Arena.
The contest is the first Mid-American Conference game for each squad.
Golemeiosky, who's team is 6-1, said his first
priority is to stop first-team, All-MAC outside hitter Jo Lynn Williamson.
"Jo Lynn is a great player," he said. "We will
put a double block on her at all times, even if that
means giving up a single block to someone else."
On the other hand, BG coach Denise Van De Walle said the KSU strategy could backfire because of
the Falcons' team balance.
"I feel we can keep them off-balance (offensive-

I

ly)," she said. "Kelley (Ellett), Jennifer (Russell), Lynne (Nibert) and Sheri (Fella) have all
done a good job on the attack."
Williamson leads the team with 186 kills and a
.389 hitting percentage. She is followed by Ellett
(125 and .289), Nibert (105 and .300), Fella (61 and
.155) and Russell (28 and .159).
In addition to trying to stop Williamson,
Golemeiosky said he wants to attack Falcon setter
I in da Popovich's small height.
"We're going to try to exploit (her)," she said.
"We're going to try to attack her side when she's in
the front row."
Nonetheless, Van De Walle said her team will be
ready for whatever the Golden Flashes throw at
them.
"Our players feel confident because we've
played much tougher competition," she said.
We're ready to start the conference and plus, we
have more experience and he has a lot of younger
players."
For KSU, setter Barb Baker (191 assists), Maribeth Barrett (68 kills) and Karen Smith (62 kills)
pace the squad.

Classifieds
CAMPUS a CITY EVENTS
•ATTENTION EDUCATION MAJORS'
O.S.E.A. MEETING
Tuesday, Oct. t
MW PM 118 Education
AMA CAREER AWARENESS WEEK
Ocl 5th • 8th
Mon Ocl 5 - Advertising
Kan Lauarar from
Lauerer. Marlon. Qfcoa Inc
7:30 McFal Cento.
Tuaa. Oct. 0 • Raaaarch
Carat Aukatt from NFO Raaaarch Inc
7 30 Sato Room . Union
Wad Oct 7 . Marketing
Tom Brundaga from Compuaarva
7:30 Stata Room - Union

LOGO AND T-SHIRT DESIGN
FOR
WORLD STUDENT ASSOCIATION
FOR MORE INFO CONTACT SANDY AT
372-4810

BG

NEWS

MEETING FOR VOLUNTEER
REPORTERS!!
EVERY SUNDAY AT S PM IN 210 WEST HAli
CALL 372-2803 FOR MORE INFORMATION
8G SOCCER CLUB BG SOCCER CLUB
VS MIAMI U • FRIDAY 5:30
VS OSU ■ SATURDAY 5:00
BY THE STADIUM
BGSU CLUB HOCKEY TRYOUTS
Oct 5. 8 1:50 PM

Ice Arena
Must be there to play

F.H.A. Mealing Wed . Oct 7, 8:00 PM McFal
Confer Guest speaker-Sue Doddenhoff-Tho
Umtled Corporate Office
FRENCH CLU1 ORGANIZATIONAL MEETINQ
At the French House at 7 00 PM anyone Interested In French language and culture a)
welcome to attend
FRCAY MAGAZINE
Weakly meetings are Monday at 7:30 PM si the
Commone. 2nd floor ol Waal Hal Writers.
photographers and artists are needed. NonInumaalni majors are welcome to attend Cal
372-8987 or 353 2935 lor more Information
HAPPY MOUM AT POLLYEYEI
INTERNATIONAL BUIMNEM ASSOCIATION
Have an import on ISA
Wedneadey. October 7th 7.30-9:00
The World ol Buelneee la Your I

Ride needed to Buffalo NY or anywhere near on
Fri. Oct 9 Wl pay lor gaa Friendly company
PLEASE cal Dale 372-3376

Friday. OeL 2. I pm-12 mid
Ice Arena Lounge, $2 donation
Sponsored by OSS

SERVICES OFFERED

PUBLICITY POSITION AVA1LA1LE
in World Student Association Board
lor further into
please contact Phi
354-4510

at

REGGAE I1ARAMBEE-UNITY PARTY, SAT.
OCT. 24, N.E. COMMONS. 9 PM with NU-HU,
from Os,eland
Sponsored by Caribbean
Asooation [Mar* your calenders) (One Lovel
MANAGEMENT MAJORS AND
FRIENDS
Come and enjoy an afternoon of
Friendly Competition
Saturday October 3, 1987 12:00 Noon
Memorial Hal Intramural FieMa

Pregnant? We're here to help you thru Cal First
Hope 354 HOPE lor free pregnancy testa, sup
porttva aervtcaa
TWNa?
Typing-Word Processing
Document Storage on Diskette
Resumes
plus many more services
A-Z Data Center 3524042

The FALL EDITION ol the
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS DIRECTORY.
Sating over 126 regiatered atudant
dubs, groups S organuaaona.
• now available n 405 Student ServtceeQ

WOMEN'S CLINIC
2700 Monroe St., Toledo. Ollering
gynecological services A pregnancy termination
by aceneed physician Including: prenatal
obstetrics, pregnancy testing. Pap teat (for cervical cancer). VD screening, birth control Into .
Tuba! Llgaoon, termination of pregnancy up
through 10 weeks (spec-el rates lor students )
By appointment 1-241-2471

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI ASSOC.
MEET»e3
MON. OCT. BAT 8:30 MBA 110
JOW TOOAY!

FOUNO: Sat ol 8 keys on "SheKeepeare s
Tavern" key ring. Found near Camel 27-TV station. Claim at Channel 27-TV front desk
LOST
Dark brown Burton waaet Has sentimental
value. It found, please return' No queettone
asked.
Cal 354 5810
LOST GUCCI WATCH ON 9-28
NEAR BGSU STADIUM
REWARD-CALL 874-1382

PERSONALS
•' MIKE LAPHAM ''
Wa may not be going ''overboard'' tonight, but
you're sta my ''aomeoody". Good luck wtth
acOvaoOnl
Love, Corrtne

LOST ft FOUND

"BALLOON SALE"
ORDERS TAKEN SEPT 28 TO OCT 2 IN THE
UNION-HELIUM AND HEART MYLAR
BALLOONS
DELIVERY. OCTOBER 5TH
SPONSORED BY GAMMA PHI BETA
' 'EUn MM S Jenny Moaer''
Ccrvjratutatlona on making Orientation Board!1
Love, your Kappa Slaters
' -SIGMA CHI'S''
The Alpha Xl'a are peyched for the tea a after
hours tonight!

ALPHA TAU OMEGA PROUDLY
ANNOUNCES ITS
1987 FALL PLEDGE CLASS
CHRIS BAROSH
JON FRY
SCOTT JOHNS
MATT JOHNSON

MIKE PTAK
TOM RICHARDSON
DOUG RUCK
RICK WAREHIME

AND CONGRATULATES NEW INITIATES ...
MIKE BOON
TERRY LOWE

•ATTENTION EDUCATION MAJORSO.S.E.A. MEETING
Tu.s. Oct. 6
8:00 PM 115 Eduction
'NANCY SCHULTZ'
Congratulations on your engagement! May you
and Steve be happy together forever FLove.
Kna

'Pi Pin Pledges*
Good luck with PUSH week1
We are behind you I00S1
•PROUD TO BE A PI PHI•SHELLY VANFOSSEN'
Thanks lor al you have done' You re the best
roommate anyone could have ever askoa tor
Love Ln
•THETA CHI'SWE'RE PSYCHED FOR FRIOAY'S TEA"
LOVE. THE ALPHA GAM PLEDGES

cont. on page 6.

Toledo 419-255-7789
PACKAGING
HAVE TO SHIP A PACKAGE?
For al your shipping needs
Federal Express ' UPS
A-Z Data Center ' 352-5042

TEST PPfPARATION-NOTE-TAKINO
'■Time Saver I: Tlpa lor Taking Notee"
October 7 - 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. or
October 8 - 4:00 to 5:00 p m
Locaaon 213 Moeefey Hae-Study Ska* Clr
REGISTRATION IS LIMITED-CALL 372-8840

Come aaa. Monday, October 5lh at e 30 In BA
110 Bring a friend! Join today!

'"CW-OCHI-OCHI-O"'
Dear Terry. Measaa. Martbeth.
Heather. Steph and KanYou make us a Good TNngi
Congratulations on Doing awarded
OUTSTANDING SPRING PLEDGE CLASSII
I love you guya.
Tracy
• • •CHMJ CHM) CHI-O-• •

ABORTION
Morning after treatment
Personal a Private
Center tor Choice a

!?♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

•?**«-

'Amy Shlppman'
Congratulations on making the BGSU gym
naabca team11 We knew you could do Hi
Love,
your Pi Phi sisters

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA'S
Be at the OX house at 9 tonighl
For an occasion that's out a-sight
Brothers ol Thela Chi

RIDES

UAA IS MORE THAN HOMECOMING
Desperately Seokmgi
Omega Phi Alpha. National Service Sorority a)
desperately seeking an advteor for Fan
semester Any female faculty member who
would be interested pteaae contact Maria or
Wendy at 354-4124. Wa need YOUl

WITH
CALL

PIZZA PARTY

SPORT
Thure. Oct 8 . Soles
Jack Giove from Marathon 01 Co
7:30 Stata Room ■ Union

LOST: GOLD OUARTZ WATCH
DIAMOND-SENTIMENTAL VALUEI
SHAVELTA 354-2324

■.4,4.4,4.:

The Panhellenic Council would
like to wish the best of luck to

Alpha Kappa Alpha
Delta Sigma Theta
Sigma Gamma Rho
Zeta Phi Beta
With all their rush activities
JOIN BGSU P.THl€TICS FOR fi

W€€K€ND OF KICKS
THIS UJ€€K€ND!
3rd RNNURl
BGSU
SOCC6R CUP
RT MICK€V COCHRRNC FI€LD
Saturday, October 3rd
1:00 Alabama vs. BGSU
3:00 Iona vs. Ohio State
Sunday, October 4th
1:00 BGSU vs. Iona
3:00 Ohio State vs. Alabama A&M

SRTURDRV IS "DILLV BAR DRV" COM€ €RRIV AND G€T FR€€ IC€ CR€RM!

Classifieds
Cont. from page 5.
" NOTICE ••
Sto/i going overboard with •
Gamma Phil
Welcome aboard Kappa Sigma CRUSH detea1
Stay with me schedule and don't Da
Mai
Your aNp *• dapart at six tonight
Steward Oreaoa ■■ aal. not
lotgattng Doc luchhell.
Thorn tha akippar, and Ipanoar.
Na first ™te
Wl halp. of couraa. Cottar navigate
Aa the gopher Thomeberry wl
be on tha run
Ease w* have fa* hand on deck
with Schonauor on guard, al me
bags he wl check
Trleceri Davis and ZadeH
are going too—
Aa fantastic members ol the damme Phi
Beta Crew
So donl be any. let knee, sal aal
with tha No. 1 House you |uat can't tail
To an

(«M

1977 Plymouth Station wagon 4-door. Body m
good shape, replaced; franamlaalon. new
starter, ot-fiavjr changed, spark pfejga cleaned
Good heater tor winter Body In good condition.
Over 100.000 miles $250 (no less) Cel
655-3222
ADOPTION: couple happily married 8 yre wWi
much love a security wlahaa to adopt white
newborn. Al expenses paid, confidential cat
cosset 814-021-1152
ADOPTION COUPLE HAPPILY MARP4ED 8
YEARS WITH MUCH LOVE ANO SECURITY TO
OFFER WISHES TO ADOPT WHITE
NEWBORN All EXPENSES PAID. CONFIDENTIAL CALL COLLECT 914-821-1152.
AGO • AGO • AGO • AGO • AGO AGO
ADO PLEDGES ARE NO. 1
AGO" AGO • AGO • AGO • AOO AGD
Ahoy Slg Epel
Now sit right back A you'll hear a tale
A tale ot a latelui trip
It started at the Bat Tower
Aboard this tiny ship
Twelve Slg Eps set sal one day
For a hunt to find their dates
5:30 and don't be letel
The weather started getting rough
The any ship was tossed
It not (or the dues
,
From the Gamma Phis
Those Slg Eps would be lost
No cookies wit be tossed'
(Whet the heck. It rhymes.)
Tha ship went down, we went overboard
We just had too much tun. .
With PATTISON, PAHULA too
A MILLERonaire. HUTCHMAN a ENDERS
URMANIC. Ihe SHOTOLASS
BLACK, HLAO A BROOKS
Here on Gamma Phi raktl
* And that's not even al aboardCan't forget GRASS a WOLF-FORDI
(Thoy al couldn't (It
on The Minnow, okay?'!)
See You Soon. Love. Your Shipmate Dates
AHOY THERE MATIES!
DALLAS. MATT, JEFF A SPIFF
Wa can hardly wait
Until tonight
When we'l show our first mates
How to do It up right!
And we hope
That our favorite guys
Are excited to go OVERBOARD
With us Gamma PNa!
Mary Ellen. Soty. Roxanne A Uaa

ALPHA QAM*
MTERHOOO AM) FNENOatw? ARC WHAT
WE SHARE
LOYALTY AMI HONESTY » WHY WE CAM
THs* YEAR WK.L aY£ THE BEST YET
SO WATCHOUT QUARTERLY AM) OCT *ET,
WE'RE OFF WITH A BANG
CUZ WE'RE OME HECK OF A QANGI

ANN GEISMAN
The Panhalenlc Council would ike to thank and
congratulete you lor al your work with Scholar
ship Desserts

Congratulations Phi Mu House Corporation
Fal Scholership Recipients
Caft aYaNeerl
Heather Crsea
Grand. Snyder
You deserve Itll
Dave No. 44
fl be your offense anytime I'd axe to Improve
you as Canada.. PwWIor*
Love. Your good we" ambaaaedor

Jim Davis. Todd Trtacart, Rob Sane*.
Arron McVeigh and Bath's Mfce
Hare an the steps to a inanimabai enjaw:
1 Meat at tha Gamma Phi House lor your ooardngpaas
2. Foeow tw directions on your peas exactly or
you may rrxss the srapi
3. Once you have found al ol your "luggage".
Meet at tha dock for a reception with Die craw.
Tha Craw Member! ol me 8.8 Gamma Phi
Bast
PS. And above al ea». Remember the object
ot thai cruayt a):
TO 00 OVERBOARDI

Jan. Randy. Scott, t Dave
Grab your Na preservers and get ready to go
Overboard With A Gamma Phi" Looking torward to having a great time tonight.
Your Gamma Phi Dales

DAWN ADAMS
Conra-aukMorie on doing • lantaabc tob aa a
Servo. Roproeanlalu* for Panhssaolc Council
Do you need to party?
Help us celebrate
JO* WFAL Fn Oct 2 4 00 9 00 PM
at Uptown tor Happy Hours
Specks prtcee A Iota ol giveaways
Haas Kick-off tha cabas connection!!!

TTranka tor everything you do lor ue You're
GREAT!
Love,
The KD sisters

EVERY WEDNESDAY AT DOWNTOWN
MUSIC A LAUGHTER
WITH KENNY REEVES
NO COVER

JOHN GREEN
Thanks for a great weekend! You were a
"perfect gentleman"
Love-Ro
P.S. Thanks tor acting your age!

BethThomaa
Happy 20tn birthday roomie! I hope you want a
box ot Kleenex tor your birthday Juat kidding'
Have a great day A remember who lovea you1
Juts

F.MA. Meeting Wed , Oct 7. 8 00 PM McFel
Center. Gueet Speaker-Sue DoddenhoffTheOUrnrted Corporate Office

JT'S CARRYOUT
Now has Halloween Masks
Order at least 2 weeks In advancel

BkjCaroene,
I'm so happy thai you're my Big Sail I have the
beat big
LT Stephanie
Bkj Joana)
Roses are red
Vioets are blue
I'm ao glad you're my Big
Docauee I love you11
Lire. Kendra
Brothers ol Alpha Sigma Phi
Wa can't wait to party tonight and than crukw
out to the hafpafk with you tomorrow. Get
psyched for a tun weekend.
The sisters ol Alpha Delta Pi
CARLA MATHES
Isles UAA Wonder Womanl) Super Job on
Homecoming!!! -the Prea.

FALCON FOOTBALL
tve Ifom Tucson
Gun Herrtck A Greg Wsddell
at 9:30 on 88.1 WBGU
Ftp- Rich Oareaau 'Fa*
Tha S.S. Gamma Ptv wl soon depart.
And tha » when me lun w* atari
Wei drink and dance and have a blast.
Al of one lun wl have to leal
But beware ol tha Gamma Phi boat.
I hope you know how to stay afloat
Because no Melackets wl be In sight.FAnd you
wl be going overboard toraghtlFLove, Laurie
Free: One high quatty C90 blank cassette
Cosmos International. Box 43058. St Louie,
MO 83143
GAMMA PHI BETA
BALLOON SALE
GAMMA PHI BETA
BALLOON SALE
Gamma Pt. Beta Pledgee.
Get psyched for your first date party Left al
"Go Overboard! "Al of you are doing a fabulous
tob Keep up al that greet Gamma PN spirit
Gamma PN Pledges are Number one1
Gamma Phi Love and Mine.
Sharon

CHMt CONKLIN
Juat wanted to let you know how happy I am
that you're my big' ire going to be a great year.
Your Ma lovea you'
KD love and at of mine
LT Jaaaica

Grandbig Stephanie,
I love my Grandma
Even H you have a terrible voice
Grand I'
Kandra

Christopher Joot
You ware gone al summer wrote me eight lettara, and ware brad every time I cased you.
Homecoming weekend made up for part ol K,
but you aal owe me1
Love, Janice
PS I need to be warmed up

Green Tambourine Record Sale this Sat Oct
3rd Wood County Fakgrounda T0KSA90 S2.
Videos 888 7415

CONGRATULATIONS TO QWEN SCOTT AND
T. J. ROPPELMAN ON THEIR DELTA GAMMASIGMA CHI PINNWGI
LOVE. YOUR D€E GEE SISTERS

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
MARY "CORN HUSKER" RONAN
THE PM MUS LOVE YOU!
MAAMARV
With you aa our datee
Wa can't lose'
Date Party wl be top rale.
So caraiuay fotow your owiai
Your Gamma Phi datee

CONGRATULATIONS KAPPAS
Wgheel Active Chapter Average
and
Highest Total Chapter Average
lor two consecutive semesters
Keep up tha outstanding achievement I
Congratulatlorit Michael
On winning the Crown
Your wonderful name
la known al around
You brought balloons
And a song to the place
Then persuaded a arrie

JARED WADLEY
WHAT A STUD!
TODAY THE COVER OF THE PHONE BOOK.
TOMORROW THE COVER OF PLAYGIRL'
DOES THIS MEAN THAT I'M NOT
GONG TO GET THE ROSE??

Across my lace
Between you and Desna
l reaty had fun
Throughout the years
Th» brthday was No II
Thertm. Jut

jay^
Welcome to BG' Gel psyched tor a great time
tonight GONG OVERBOARD WITH A GAMMA
PHI. its going to be a blast (Juat trust met) I
hope you have a great weekend here
Love, Rita

K1N0RATULAT10NS LAURIE BRACHT ANO
GORDON HAMM ON YOUR RECENT
ENGAGEMENT! WHAT A NICE (ANO SDRPRISING] WAY TO END A LONG CHAPTER
MEETING. LAURKI!
LOVE. YOUR PI PHI SISTERS

The BG News

JEANS N THING*
Costume Rental
Order Soon

-Classified InformationMail-In Form

DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication, 4 p.m.
( The BG News is not responsible for postal service delays }
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 1" or 2" Ids
1" (8 line maximum) $5 85

RATES: per ad are 85- pet tne *1 96 minimum
SO* extra per ad lor bold type
Approximately 35 45 spaces per Una

2" (16 line minimum) $1170

PREPAYMENT is required for al non-university related business and individual*
NOTICE: The BG News war not be responsible for error d-jo to aatglbWy or incomplete information. Please come to 214
Weat Hal immediately if there la an error in your ad The BG News w» not be responsible (or tYporjraptveal
errors in classified ads lor more than two consecutive insertion*.
77k» SG News reserves me right to release the names of individuals wtio peace edVaxlasIng in TTie News Tra»
decision on whether to release this inlormation she! be made by the management ol TT>» SG News. Tru
purpose of this policy is to discourage the placement ot advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily
embarrassarg to individuals or organizations

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
Phone #

Name
Address
Social Security # or Account #
Please print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear
(Circle words you wish lo appear in bold type)

Campus * City Evints*

Wanted

Loot A Found

H*»p WanMd

RKHW

For S«N)

Sirvlcis Ottired

For Rant

Personals
•Campua/Clty Event ad* are publlahed Iree ot charge tor on* day (or a non-profit *v*nl or meeting only

D*ti* of Inaartlon

Total numbar of day* to appaar.

Mai to: (On or Otf-Campus Mall)
The BG News
214 West Halt BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Chocks payable to The BG News)
Phona: 372-2601

Nancy Braun.
Sine* we cant go on a real date (you're hitched). How about damart Or are you sg) loo embanassed to be seen with me.
An Emottonaly distraught Busdrtver
Oh STEPHANIE UTISS I forgot to say
We can't wan til your wedding day
Congratulations on your engagement to
John.
Love, Alpha Gam
OX PRODUCTIONS
DJ'S ANO TUNES FOR YOUR NEXT PARTY
REASONABLE RATES-WILL TRAVEL
CALL TIM 354-4031

PHI BETA LAMBDA
tormel meeting
MONDAY, OCT. 5lh
7:30 PM
Alumni Lounge--3rd Floor Union
•INDUCTION CEREMONY'
Dues should be paid before or al meeting
EVERYONE WELCOME

Wendy, Uaa, Lynn, and Margret.
ra been rough but we finally made rt' You guy*
are He beat. Can't wait a Saturday!
Love A Loyalty.
Lesley

WHAT THE HELL IS GOING ON HERE? It a Matt
Groemng'a new Life m He! 1988 Fun Calendar
IS7.96) Order early and be the coolest one on
your block! S2 S a H per Hem. $10 max. S&H
charge per *drjte**e*. Ask for the secret
bonus catalog featuring Iota of cartoony stuff
((1 SASE Catalog tree with order). Send
check or MO. to: LIFE IN HELL. P.O. BOX
36E64. LA., CA 90036 Whsl. Inojarta* only
(213)935-8366
Yo CtaVO'sl
We're so crazy about Its* lee tonight were going to blow up th* Ad building!
Insanely yours.
Th*Phl Taue
ZBT's and Setae ■
Get psyched for the Psychadeac teal We're
ready lor a great 3-way tomorrow night.
Love, the Alpha Chie
ZBT-KKG
3rd Annual Greek Olympiad
Oct 10. 1987
College Park-12.00 PM
TAKE THE CHALLENGE!

Phi DaBa—-The Slelers of Delta Zeta are
psyched for one greet tea tonight"
'DZ'DZ'LaT* Partyl'DZ-DZ-

JULIE TAKACS
Congratulations on being selected aa Greek
Athelete of the week!
The Panheaenic Council

PI KAPPS
WERE LOOKING FORWARO TO A WONDERFUL WEDDING WITH YOU TONIGHT!
LOVE. THE AXO'S

WANTED Frktbee Players watng lo form a coed Intramural Ultimate Frtabee team. Cal Tim at
2-1353

KANARYAN
Congratulations on being selected aa the new
Panhellenlc Council Cabinet Computer
Representative.
The Panheaenic Council

Plaea. ZBT's, and DQ's:
Get peyched lor the 4-way true weekend! Wa
are looking forward to an aweaome lime'
The sisters ol PI Bets Phi

HELP WANTED

PM MU CABINET ADOS LIFE!

Prlcher's off M rocker. Jual kke
See II your learn can hit lo victory In the Alpha
Dell-Alpha Slg Softball Tourney. Call
372-3407 to algri your learn up today

Kappa Delta would Ike
to welcome our newest
pledges into our circle
ol Friendshipi
Amy Anderson
Trscl Mlgllolirlo
Jennifer Sicilian
AOT

Kappa VIP'a
We can't wait to welcome you
tialemoodl
Love, your Kappa sisters

POKEY
LOVES
GUMBY

mto our

Keren Jones
The "Festival" begins! It's max and cookies
time Our earpejge have been purchased Go 4
It.
Avec mon permission.
JEBH

Keep up the Super Work Zee a. your Delta Zeta
slaters are behind you 100 V
0Z"DZ'We Love Our Zees'"DZ'DZ
Delta Zeta Zees Are The Beat
Dana Zeta Zaee Are The Beet
Delta Zeta Zeea Are The Beat
KELLY KARSHNER
Congratulations on your new cabinet position as
the Aaaiatant Greek Representative
The Panheaenic Council
KKG USA EDRaNGTON KKG
In less than 24 hours
You wl see.
Just what It means
To be a KKG
Sieter hood and love
Secrets and caring,
These are al the things
You*l soon be sharing'
Get excited! I'm ao proud ol you! You finely
madem
Love ya
Dentse

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Congratulations on your 2 schoiasfic awards.
Way to gol
Love.
Ann
Lara Fash.
Your Iriendebip and support has meant the
world to me Thanks tor helping me survive this
VIP. M. Without you I don't know it I would
have made it
Love.
Lesley

Lee Ann Evans
Rose* are red
Violets are great
Your* finely 19
But two months too late.
Love.
Big Leigh (and Dad)
Mercy.
Here* to caang for pranks.
Rushing, (orgotton copies, finding a major and
the beet roomie evert
Kendra

Robin Baal
Can I IUS! say..
You're the BEST!'
Thanks tor the fun & friendship'
PI Phi Love.

WANTED
11 WANTED DESPERATELY M
2 WHITESNAKE TICKETS to purchase'
Cal 2-7320 between 9.00 A 6 00

BE SELF-EMPLOYED! POST ADVERTISING
MATERIALS ON YOUR COLLEGE CAMPUS
DETAILS WRITE COLLEGIATE POSTER NETWORK 407 SO DEARBORN ST NO 1615
CHICAGO IL 60605
Chad care needed In my Perryaburg home for 2
chkVenageaA 1-2 end 1 Hours needed 8 30
AM to 4 PM Mon Fn Must have references
874-2391
High-energy individuals needed for all
positions--18 years of age and older-no experience necessary-wl rram-tark to us about
car-pooang.
Henry j's Nightclub
1532 S. Byrne Road. Toledo
Apply alter 8:30 PM Wed-Sunday

Bobbie
SAE'EPJK KOHLER'SAE
Hope you can swim cause you're GOING
OVERBOARD WITH A GAMMA PHI'
Your GAMMA PHI dale
SAE'ERK KOHLER'SAE
A GAMMA PHI HAS A
CRUSH ON YOU!
Stetenle Abbott
Congratulations on being elected NMPC
Secretary We know youl do a great Job
Love,
your KD sisters
Thanxs to ad of the guys that helped with the
AGD pledge class scavenger hunt.
Alpha Gam Pledges

THE KEY YEARBOOK STAFF IS LOOKING
FOR ENTHUSIASTIC SALES REPRESENTATIVES. IE A PART Of A WINNING TEAM.
CONTACT THE KEY OFFICE 372-S0S6 OR
CHRIS KINGSTON. SALES MANAGER
3S4-4S2S

HIRING' GOVMT
JOBS -Your area
S1S.000-68.000 Cal (602) 838-8885 EXT
4244
HIRING' Govml. Jobs in your area
SI 6.000-68.000 Cal 802-838-8885 Ext
4244
Management Trainee Position Available (or
spsckklty lood arevtoa. Apply In person-Syd A
Diane's. 105 Weat 5th St Perryaburg
Restaurant Chat-Prep Cook
Deecatessen Help h* and part nme Apply m
person. Syd A Oerte's. 105 Weat 5th St Per
rysburg
Taking Apptcatxxia lor at positions
Barney s Convenient Mart
Bowing Green and Watervle
al shrfts. part-time. luH-ttme
Apply in person at Barney's Convenient Mart.
1091 N Main 1-3 PM Friday S Monday
WAITRESS PART TIME » WEEKENDS
APPLY BETWEEN 2-4, MONFRI
APPLY AT ELKS LODGE
200 CAMPBELL HeU. ROAD
We have work in apartments for cosege girls on
ry Cal 352-2858
X TRA SSSSS
$50.00 investment earns
100* PROFIT
Sell-Ennchment
$50 00 per hr -Realistic
Help people be successful
ENRCHMENT
353-0595 8 AM-Noon

The PanheSenic Courtd enjoyed rawing tha
presence ol the Kappa Delta Pledge Class at
Tuesday's meeting. Keep up that Panhel Spirit
THE STARS ARE SHINING ON YOU!
KIMBERLY GOLOSBURY
Congratulattons on your fantastic job with
hemeoomingt
The Panheaenic Council
To our Pi Kapp saxors ROB. BRIAN
MAX and KEVIN
Gamma Phi date party Is finally here,
It wl be the but one ol the year)
You'll get your clues sometime today
And soon the hunt wl be on Its way
Five thirty Is the rime to meet,
Finding your datee could be a great feat
So get ready to sail the sees
I wonder who your datee could be?
?Love-YOUR DATES?
TO OUR ZIT DATES
STEVE SLONE AND JOHN LANE
The night al last is finally here
We're going to drink a lot of beer
Your shipwrecked datee are first rate
And al me Gamma Phi's are great
So get excited tor the night
Wei go overboard with you torsghtl
LOVE YOUR GAMMA PHI DATES
JODIE AND SHELLY
Tum-on to WFAL
for Happy Hours Friday Oct 2
at Uptown--4:00-9:00 PM
Help Kick-on the Cable Connection
UAA EXTERN EXPERIENCE
Get your applcabOn now In your cosege office
or ol M*M Alumni Canter lor the chance ol a
•terms
UAA IS MORE THAN HOMECOMING

FOR SALE
'82 Toyota Coroaa FR5 In good condition
$3000 or beat ofler Cal 354-7610 after 5 PM
100 watt Father Ampand tuner with EO: 125
watt Marantz Rec with remote, Sansui Cess
Deck-pro aeries: Reassttc Caaa Deck-B-C-Auto
Reverse and more: Marantz apkrs-3 way:
Reaasoc EO: Al must go quickly' 352-2939
2-BR APARTMENT ON SIXTH ST AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY HEAT A WATER FREE FOR
MORE INFO CALL 352-4966
29 Galon Aquarium. Includes heater, filerpump, rock* and pant*, ftoreecent lighted top
and screen top $95 10 Galon Aquarium Boise and screen top $25 Cal Scott 354-3440
77 Granada Runs good New battery. Muat s
$550. Cal 352-9647
Chevy Impale. 1966
Body Good, runs wel
Asking $800. cal 686-5035 alter 6 PM
FOR SALE
Light Blue Honda Accord (1982). Good
condttkxv-new brakes, new struts, new wiring,
A new stereo Aakmg $4300 (very negotiable).
Cal 353-7020. Ask lor Rob
FOR SALE:
84 MERC LYNX VERY LOW MILEAGE
GREAT CONDITION ASKING $3400 CALL
364-2914 AFTER 9:30 PM

Come see. Monday, October 5th at 6:30 in BA
110. Bring a triendi Jon today'

Mark.
Wa danced unli dawn two weeks ago. and
tonight you can GO OVERBOARD WITH THIS
GAMMA PHI
Love you always, Laurie

Classification In which you wllh your ad to epp-ar:

MELEEESA STERNWE ONLY HOV ONE SWNQ TO SHAY:
TO COLD SEER AND HOT NIGHT* 11
HAPPY 20TH BIRTHDAY BABE!!
YOUR B-HOUSE BUDDIES.
KTTY. ZEPATY, SVEETZ

Julie Rayburn.
Happy 23rd Birthday!
Hope you have a great
day and get psyched
lor farmer tomorrow night!
LAL. Your Famey

MARGARET JAUCH
Roses ere Red
Fleur-de-le/ts are blue
You wl be wearing the key
Of KKG Soon"
Love. Darby

(For billing purposes only)

L

JEFF "STOAPH"
Happy 2 decedes budl Party loud but wise and
remember Only EMOTIONALLY UNSTABIES
end up si closets
Love ya-The E.U.'a
C.C.. Eke a Tw"

ATTN COMMUTERS Anyone who witnessed a
red pick-up hitting a white Ford Escort si 1 I 25
AM on Monday. Sept 28 In commuter lot No. 4,
PLEASE cat Jane at 372-2028. or evenings
385-5102

Alpha Dana PI Alpha Sigma Phi
Softbal Tournament
Ocl 3rd--IM fields near atadkim
Be there!
ALPHA DELTA PI ALPHA DELTA PI
To THE Famey
I would name al of you. but I'd be afraid III left
someone out1 it's amazing to go Irom I to 10 in
s matter ot seconds The roses and the paddle
are wonderful, but al of you are the best!
Thanks for including me in the largest famey In
Alpha DoHa Pi history
LAL. Jute
PS CAROLINE SCHNETZER: One ol THE
neighbors Is now THE great aunt I DEMAND
some respect'"

• October 2,1S87

WENDY MOORMAN
Congratulations on your new cabinet position a*
Greek Representative We're behind you al the
wayl
The Panheaenic Council

FOR RENT
FRAZEE APT FOR SUBLEASE - 2 BDRMCLOSE TO CAMPUS LOTS OF FUN! CAUL
353-3120

Winthrop Terrace Apts.
jSecond'Ser^^
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts .- Furn. & Unfurn.
Includes: Heat, Water, Full Time Maintenance

$ Rent Rebates $
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135
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Animal facility serves researchers
Director says
research leads to
'significant answers'
by Deborah Gottschalk
As many as 1,500 laboratory animals,
the subjects of study by University researchers, are housed in the animal research
facility on the ground floor of the life
science building. The animals' immaculately clean habitat gleams of white paint and
stainless steel, and smells distinctly sanitary,
Elden W. Martin, associate professor of
biology and coordinator of the animal facility said if the University wants to "keep its
role as a research institution, it's appropriate to use animals where they are
needed." Because of this, animals are used
for research experiments and are housed
in a facility that was opened Feb. 6,1984.
Students and faculty may be unaware of
the facility because the sign hanging on the
outer door of the facility reads "authorized
personnel only."
"We don't allow people to flow in and
out because...it's not good for the animals.
The well-being of the animals is at risk,"
Martin said.
In addition to rooms containing cages of
animals including mice, rats, guinea pigs,
bird, reptiles and amphibians, there is a
procedural room with a steel operating
table that is used by researchers when incisions need to be made as part of experiment.
The facility also includes a necropsy
room, used by researchers to conduct autopsies after an animal dies. A large room
contains machines that are used to clean
and sterilize all instruments, as well as
cages and other materials used by researchers.
According to Martin, the purpose of the
facility is to house animals that can be used
for research and teaching. In the department of biological science "we have faculty
who work on everything from viruses to
human research," he said.
Currently there are several professors
conducting experiments that use animals.
According to Martin, Lee Meserve, associate professor of biological science is conducting research with the thyroid gland
and how it operates in normal and abnor■ See Animals, page 2.
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Activist: research animals are mistreated
by Deborah Ootttchalk

Somebody has to start asking, 'what are
you doing in those labratories?'"
Gomey said that he hopes a lot of Bowling Green students will start questioning
the necessity and reliability of the animal
research facility at the University.
Because he questions the necessity of
such research facilities, Gomey encourages the exploration of alternative methods of research. Some of these alternatives
include using tissue, cell and organ cultures, egg embryos and computers as
research aids. If researchers stopped killing animals, and channelled all of the information and knowlege that they already
have into a computer, more knowledge
could be gained and no more animals
would have to be killed, Gomey said. The
money that goes toward duplicating unnecessary and trivial research should go
toward funding the development of many
more alternatives, he added.
Gomey said that instead of exploring
alternatives, researchers repeat the same
experiments. "The reality is that lab animals in this country are burned, poisoned,
starved, forced to inhale toxic fumes, surgically mutilated, shocked, irratiated, blinded, and held in restraining devices for
months on end." The majority of these
types experiments are duplicative and unnecessary, Gomey added.
According to Gomey, from 1975-1982
starvation experiments with animals were
repeated 775 times, experiments on animals with marijuana were repeated 550
times, and 850 alcohol experiments were
conducted. If the experiment has been
done, and results have been published,
this research is repetitive and trivial, Gorney said. The repetion of mother-infant
separation experiments, which were conducted 350 times between 1975 and 1982,
are particularly sad. he said. He added that
taking a child away from its mother is
never physically or mentally healthy.
Because colleges so frequently duplicate
experiments, many of the results are never
published, Gomey said. "There is an incredible amount of waste and unreliability
in animal research when you go through it
(an experiment) and don't come up with
anything worth printing," he added.
Elden W. Martin, coordinator of the
research facility at the University, said
researchers here publish "any significant
findings."
In addition to duplicating experiments,
Gomey said, researchers also give contradictory responses when answering why
they feel justified in using animals in experiments.
"Researchers say they can use animals
because they are similiar to us. If they are
like us — and feel pain — then they say it
is okay to use animals because they are

"Seventy million animals are killed in
American laboratories yearly — three animals every second. If what researchers are
doing is so important, we should have
eternal life by now," said University graduate Gregory Gomey, the Ohio representative for Fund For Animals. Fund For Animals is the national anti-cruelty-to-animals
organization.
Gomey, who has experienced the difficulty of attempting to tour and photograph
animal research facilities, including the facility at the University, said that the facility
not being open to the public has nothing
to do with researchers' concern for animal
welfare.
According to Gorney, the well-being of
the animal is already at stake once it enters

"The reality Is that lab animals in this country are
burned, poisoned, starved,
forced to Inhale toxic fumes,
surgically mutilated,
shocked, irratiated, blinded,
and held In restraining devices for months on end."
— Gregory Gorney
the lab.
"The reality is that (the researchers) are
afraid to show the public what goes on behind closed lab doors... it's not like the
animals are waiting in line to get in," he
said.
It is once the animals are in the lab, and
particularly on the lab table, that Gorney
and the Fund For Animals Organization
expresses a concern for their rights. A facility may be clean, have white walls and
bright lights, "and it's important to at least
have that, but right now what we want is
protection for the animal during the experiment," Gomey said. The laws now do
not say what an experimenter can or cannot do during an experiment, he added.
The American Association for Accreditation of lab animal care (AAALC), a private organization that accredits research
facilities on the basis that they meet certain requirements, does not set standards
that determine what researchers can or
cannot do to an animal once it is the experimenter's hands.
Gomey quoted a former chairman of
AAALC as saying, "What we worry about
is cage space, cleanliness, training of animal caretakers, and nutrition. The organization (AAAIXI cannot say anything about
what the animals are used for, so if s like
being a good concentration camp guard.
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different then we are. We can't let the
researchers have it both ways. It's a contradiction in logic," Gomey added.
He said that researchers are desensitized
through their work. One way this occurs is
through experimenters' terminology. In
journals published by researchers, screams
of pain by the animal are recorded as "vo-

calizations," electric shocks are worded as
"adversive stimuli," and crying and frantic
attempts to escape are recorded as "a reaction to adversive stimuli." Researchers are
desensitized by not using words to describe what they are actually doing.
■See Activist, page 12.

Animals
■(Continued from page 1)
mal situations.
Martin is also doing research with animals. His experiments will determine the
nutritional requirements of the Japanese
quail. By changing the diet of the birds,
measuring their metabolism and fat accumulation, Martin can discover diet needs
for animals and apply that to the human
diet
He said two other professors, Roudabeh
Jamasbi and Carol Heckman, are conducting research that is working toward a cure
for cancer. According to Jamasbi, mice
and rats are immunized against cancer.
Their spleen cells are then used to produce antibodies that work against the cancer cell. Different animals are then injected
with the cancer cell. With the antibodies,
the researchers hope to diagnose or treat
the animals that have cancer.
According to Martin, researchers in the
department of biological science have
"found very significant answers to research
questions" by using animals in research.
He said that in science, problems are unraveled a little bit at a time, and the findings by University researchers have been
useful to other researchers to come up
with new hypotheses.
Currendy the researchers and the facility
are following National Institute of Health
guidelines which sets standards for the
researchers. Guidelines for everything
from the size of the cages to the flow of air
through the building are established, Martin said.
"You should live so good as these animals do," he said.
The researchers who use animals, hoping to receive more money in federal
grants for research, plan to apply for accredidatinn from the American Association
for Accredidation of Lab Animal Care
(ALLAC).
Certification by ALLAC, a private organization, assures the federal government
that conditions for animal care are being
met. When the government sees that
AAALC has accredited a facility, they are
more inclined to give grant money to that
facility.
Although Martin said he believes the
biology department meets all criteria, "we
want to make sure we have the very best
care and situation before we go for accreditation."
One problem that stands in the way of
ALLAC accredidation for the University is
the fact that asbestos, an insulation material, is beginning to degenerate and get
into the air in an area above the fifth floor
of the Psychology building, according to
Katrina Meyer, assistant director of
research services.
According to Meyer, asbestos is a known
cancer-causing agpH and "people who

about the problem because it is a danger
not only to the animals, but also the people.
Martin said until the asbestos problem is
corrected, ALLAC will not accredit the
research facilities.
Although there are problems in the psychology building, Martin does believe the
life science facility meets all ALLAC
criteria.
Martin said the University's facility is
excellent and the treatment of the animals
is humane. In order to insure humane
treatment, a committee comprised of a
veterinarian, an animal control officer, a
representative from the biology and psy-

Fnday/Jim Youll
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chology departments and others, reviews
and makes final decisions regarding proposals of researchers. However, if the
researcher is not dissecting the animal
while it is alive, or implanting something
into it, the director of research, after he
speaks with a veterinarian, can approve of
the experiment without the committee.
The purpose of the committee exists to
insure that the animals are fed and housed
properly, but it also checks to make sure
they are treated humanely.
"The animals don't experience pain
more than it's absolutely necessary in the
particular experiment," he said, noting
that if anything that will cause pain occurs,
anesthesia is administered.
"We're not a bunch of butchers. We're
humane people with an interest in trying to
solve some problems," Martin added.
Martin sais animal research at the University is important
"If we weren't able to continue animal
research, we wouldn't be able to answer
some of the questions relating to animal
and human well being," he added.
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Props room gets a clean sweep
by Dan Phares
Have you ever dreamed that you were
rummaging through someone's attic just to
discover what was up there? For Jill Smith,
it is not a dream, but her job.
Smith, a sophomore theater major, has
been cleaning out the props room in University Hall for the past month. She undertook this task as part of her duties as the
first person at Bowling Creen to receive a
scholarship for props. Jill wants to emphasize the technical side of theater with a
speciality in props and propmaking.

identifible objects. This inventory sheet is
the most recent accounting of the objects
in the room. Smith said she will continue
to organize the props and update the inventory sheet until she graduates.
Smith's work is not over after she finishes the inventory. She is responsible for
running props for all shows in Eva Marie
Saint Theater and overseeing work on the
props for Joe E. Brown productions.
She watches a complete run-through of a
show a week before the actual perform-

"Sooner or later, I can And a use for something that people

would think Is junk."
— Jill Smith

Friday/Paul Vcmon
Jill Smith, • sophomore theater major, takes inventory of items In tha theater depart
ment's prop room. Smith aald aha has found many things that are unknown to her
and ara not mentioned In any previous Inventory sheet.

ance to decide what props are needed.
Smith said working props is like interior
design or decorating.
She added she has to do research on the
period of the play, read the list of props
mentioned in the play, and add in props
she thinks would work.
Each play has a budget, and she will allocate money for props based on what the
director feels is appropriate for props.
Smith first goes through the props room to
see if any of the props required are there.
If props are needed but not found in the
props room, she said she would beg. borrow, or even make them.
When Smith does buy props, she starts
at the Goodwill store. She said people
would be surprised to see what she finds
there.
"Sooner or later, I can find a use for
something that people would think is
junk," she said.

BOWLING
GREEN

woodland moll

cinema

Phone No.
354-0558

PG-13

LIKE FATHER LIKE SON

FATAL
ATTRACTION

The props room is located in the Joe E.
Brown Theater. It extends from a door at
stage left, under the floor of the audience
and back around to a gate at stage right
Smith defines props as being "anything
that can be handled and moved around,"
and moving things around is exactly what
she does. Everything from alcohol bottles,
dishes, vases to furniture have been stored
in the dusty corners of this storage room.
Some of the more interesting objects
Smith has encountered in her endeavors
are an old hand radio and a wooden
wheelchair like the one used by Franklin
D. Roosevelt. Of course, she has had some
big surprises, such as a bag of bones.
Because of the age of a number of items,
the valuable props are placed in a locked
cabinet along with any weapon that has a
sharp edge. These items are used in productions, but are watched over to make
certain they are returned in good condition.
Smith uses a 1978 inventory sheet of the
props to try to identify some of the un-
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Student's Torino
a fulfillment of
childhood dream
byThwOwdcr
After spending an entire summer rebuilding, repainting and refinancing a
1972 Grand Torino, senior electronic
technology major Steve Hirt said, "My next
car will be a brand new one."
The Grand Torino is the fulfillment of
Huts childhood dream. For years, Hirt
watched older friends fix up their hot-rods
and always dreamed of having his own.

More than
Just a »et of wheels
Needing a car after getting out of the
Army, Hirt looked for one that was sporty
yet large enough for good handling. Hirt
says he was looking for "comer control."
However, he dispels any notion that he
is a wild and crazy driver. Although he owned a Torino in high school, which he
bluntly admits, "I trashed," Hirt now takes
every precaution he can to protect his car.
The Torino is stored for the winter. And,
while it does see daylight, it never sits in
the rain.
"There's not one bit of rust on the body,
either on the outside or underneath. Every

Frlday/ftickWaraMmc

Sank* Slav* Hirt shows oft hit 1972 Qran Torino Sport. Hirt
worked on tha car all lummar, and now It la complataly fraa of
ruat and In graat condition.

nut and bolt is rust free." Hirt said proudly.
Hirt received guidance from a professional restorer while overhauling the car.
The expert advised him on everything from
installing a new steering column to the
paint job.

The frustrations of restoring have now
paid off for Hirt, however.
"I enjoy driving it much more than rebuilding it," he said.
Maintenance and upkeep still occupy
much of Hirts time. He recently installed a
new clutch fan and changes the oil every
2,000 miles. He also constantly monitors
all fluid levels.
The 28-year-old student has never pushed the Torino to the 140 mph limits of
its police speedometer, but he admits the
car has the passing power necessary for

the daily commute on Route 199 from Fostoria.
"If six cars ahead of me are going 50
mph, I don't mind revving up to go around
them," Hirt said.
Yes, all six at once.
Hirt has no plans to ever sell his car. He
is looking forward to the day when it will
be a collector's item and be worth more
than his original investment Until then,
the '72 Grand Torino waits in the garage
for the break of day.

What is it? Wendy and Lisa wonder
If you can identify this object,
you could win a SIS gift
certificate from Stingers Cafe,
1414 E. Wooster. (Does not
include tax, gratuity, or alcoholic
beverages).
Drop your answers in the entry
box located in the BG News
editorial office, 214 West Hall.
Entries are due by Wednesday,
Oct. 7 at 2 p.m. The winning
entry will be named at that time.
If more than one correct entry is
received, a drawing will be held
to determine the winner.'
Employees of BGSU Student
Publications are not eligible.

Sponsored by

if people know them
by Larry McShane
NEW YORK (AP) - After appearing in
two movies, playing on three millionselling albums and making the cover of
Rolling Stone magazine, Wendy Melvoin
and Lisa Coleman still wonder if people
know them.
"We have to think of it in those terms,
because there's a lot of people we haven't
reached," said Melvoin, the guitarist with
the Revolution, Prince's multi-faceted
backup band, for the past five years. "We

can't expect these people to just invite us
in their homes. We have to knock politely
and see if we can come inside."
The light rapping on their debut album,
"Wendy and Lisa," is a change from their
days under Prince's purple reign, when
Melvoin and keyboardist Coleman helped
the Minneapolis superstar break musical
and motion picture ground with a series of
ever-evolving records.
Coleman was a fixture on Prince's records dating back to "Dirty Mind" in 1978,
■See Unknown, page 12.

Any large 16" 1 -Htm pizza for

Ijdsl week's winner was Terri Heimberger of Bowling
Green, who correctly identified the object as the back of a
Macintosh-style computer disk. Her name was chosen in a
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Post Cards:
They're not just
for vacations
by Amy Houston
Post cards traditionally bring to mind
the mass produced photographs that tourists feel obligated to send home describing trips to the Grand Canyon or the La
Brea Tar Pits. Vacationers send them out
to prove that they have actually gone
somewhere and are not just hiding at home
with the phone unplugged.
In the past few years the sense of dread
equated with sending post cards has almost disappeared. They aren't just for vacationers anymore; people are adopting
them as an alternative form of communication.
Artists and photographers have borrowed the medium to print a variety of
famous faces and works of art that are
ready to send. Post cards also break up the
monotony of the typical letter.
Rosemarie Basil ie, an employee of Currents, said the store has been selling post
cards for two years. They are popular because they are a quick and easy way to let
someone know you are thinking about
them, she said.
William Schurk, sound recording archivist at the Jerome library and post card collector, agrees that post cards are popular

because they are "expressions of a view."
People send them thinking "I enjoy this
and I hope you do to," making them a personalized way to communicate, he said.
By choosing an image that would appeal
to someone, it lets them know the sender
is aware of their interests and tastes.
Most of the new post cards are printed in
black and white or sepia tone to give them

Calendar of Events
Oct 2 - England's Allan Holdsworth
will perform at Alvin's, 5756 Cass (WSU
Campus), for two shows at 9 p.m. and midnight Advance tickets are: 12.50 and are
available from Ticketmaster. To order by
phone: (313) 423-6666.
— Tickets go on sale today for a concert
by Boston to be held Oct. 28 at 8 p.m. in
Centennial Hall, Toledo. Reserved tickets
are: 16.50 and are available from Finder's
Records. To charge by phone: 537-4231.
The current lineup of the band includes
Toledo native Tom Scholz. Brad DeLp,
Dan Sikes, Doug Huffman, Jim Masdea
and Gary Phil. The group is touring in
support of "Third Stage," their first LP in
six years on MCA records.
The opening act will be Fahrenheit
Oct 4 - The Toledo Museum of Art will
exhibit "A Masterpiece from the Soviet
Union: Rembrandt's Holy Family with
Angels".
Admission to the exhibit is $3 for adults
and $2 for senior citizens 65 and older.
There is no admission charge on Wednes- .
days. School groups with advance registration are admitted free of charge.
James 7ay/orplays at Centennial Hall, 8
p.m. Reserved tickets are $16, and went
on sale Aug. 31 at the Centannial Hall box
office, Boogie Records, all Shed locations,
all Abbey Road stores. University at Portside, and Finders Records. Charge by
phone with Mastercard or Visa
419-537-4231.
Oct 12 and 13 - Jonathan Richman &
xThe Modem Lovers will perform two

Friday/Paul Vernon

Poat card* have bacomt Incraaalngly popular In recant yaart.
Soma of tha mora popular onaa laatura writart, aongwrttart
and compoaara.

(WSU Campus). Show times are 7:30 and
10 both nights. Advance tickets are: 8.50
and are available from Ticketmaster at
(313)4234666.

an older, more nostalgic look. They are available depicting famous and not-sofamous literary figures, musicians, film
personalities and works of art
The images may be reminiscent of the
past the price is not Schurk notes that
along with their popularity, their price is
increasing. The average cost of a post card
is 50 to 60 cents today as opposed to the
days of the penny post card at the turn of
the century.
According to Basilie, popular cards in
Bowling Green are those featuring John
Lennon and Beat Generation writer Jack
Kerouac. Often people buy two of the same
card - one to send and one to stick on the
wall - she added.
Houston is a popular culture major.

Pagliai's Pizza
945 South Main Street
352-7571
£ Vtan/ good Cany Out 7W
rViih this coupon

CROISSANTofYourCho.ce
Ouefcon. Ego. Tuna, or Mam Salad*.
Ham | ChMta or float* 6W

Phis
A Cup of Our Homemade Soup of the Day
and
A Bottomless Drink

Only S2.50 (S4.05 Value!)
Valid in.ulr Only
'SaWchona may vary

Fri. / Sot. Oct. 2 & 3
210 MSC Midnight
$1.50 Admission

ALTERED SMTES
Fri. / Sat. Oct. 2 & 3
210 MSC 8:00, 10:00
Admission $1.50

Coming Rttractions
One Flew Over The Cuckoo's Nest
Fri. / Sat. Oct. 9 & 10
PINK FLOVD The Wall
Fri. / Sot. Oct. 9 & 10
210 MSC Midnight

Free Movie Poster Giveaway!
—
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Are we all
'Less Than Zero?
by Holly Tritch
"Less Than Zero"
Bret Easton Ellis
Penguin Books, 1986
$6.95
Skinny, pale-faced English boys; bisexual prostitutes; Porsche-driving, chain-smoking drug dealers; mannequin daughters of rich Daddies toting Louis Vuitton
bags filled with "the dirt." Their days occupied with "lunch," "drinks," "screenings," "Jacuzzis," "nose-candy" and
"three-somes." They are the "MTV generation" and they are the subject matter
of Bret Easton Ellis' "Less Than Zero."
The closest thing to a plot in the book is
the transformation of today's youth into
quasi-pharmacists. I'm not going to list the
drugs—just pick up any pharmaceutical
dictionary and read it cover to cover. I'm
not going to deal with the names of the
characters either — it really doesn't matter.

Friday/Dcnltc ■rickncr

If I sound a little apathetic — maybe I am
— maybe we all are. And maybe I found a
little of myself in the pages of this bestseller whose back cover deems it "the inside story of a generation on a desperate
search for the ultimate sensation."
Haunting as it is, it may frighten you.
But worse, it may not frighten you, depending on the level of desensitization you
have reached. You see, this book is the
first-hand account of an apathetic and corrupt generation (Ellis' generation, our generation) as depicted by its author, a sophomore at Bennington College in Vermont
The novel documents the daily lives of a
pack of spoi led-rotten, college-age elites
and their relationships with one another,
with exotic drugs, with death, with exploratory sex, with MTV and with their parents
(whose whereabouts are, for the most part,
unknown).
As "Less Than Zero" is an autobiography, Ellis uses LA. as its setting. While
this provides for provocative reading,
taking the audience for a joyride through a
sensory jungle, it may, initially, isolate the
reader who sits calmly in the Midwest.
However, when Ellis incorporates the
phrase "people are afraid to merge" from
an L.A. expressway billboard he strikes a
chord which resonates throughout all of
society — one of de-personal ization and
emotional sterility.
Have we become a society so accustomed to rape, violence and other assorted
social evils that a book such as this one
may seem so realistic (and it does)? And '
have we become so removed that upon
viewing these evils in our own society we so
choose not to eradicate them?
I'm not so sure I like being part of the
"MTV generation."
Tritch is a Junior magazine journalism

major
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Pizza played an important role in history
by ChrUtophcr J. Dawson
I think I would be on safe ground to
state that all readers have had pizza at
least once in their lives. If someone out
there disagrees with this statement, then
they can go back to Moscow.
Pizza is the universal experience, but
I'm sure very few of you out there actually

Tongue in Cheek

Rome fell after being invaded by large,
smelly barbarians from Germany who had
heard of the wonderous food and wanted
to add it to their favorite drink, beer.
4. The Dark Ages — Once pizza was introduced to beer, it was assumed the pair
would sweep Europe. Instead, the bubonic
plague swept Europe. The barbarians were
not too smart so they never explored marketing pizza for profit. Instead, they built
huge castles and hoarded pizza. They also
experimented with it by adding saurkraut,
which fortunately did not last.
They also forced their serfs to eat lowquality tasteless mush which evolved into
standard cafeteria fare.
5. The Renaissance — Pizza returned to

Italy, and the masses rejoiced because they
were now able to share in the food of the
gods. Artists began to put pizza into their
works, such as the Venus de Milo, whose
arms once held a double cheese and pepperoni. Da Vinci introduced mushrooms
and it is rumored that the Mona Lisa is
partially smiling because she caught a whiff
of a pizza in Da Vinci's oven.
Pizza spread to every comer of Europe
even faster than the assorted plagues, except for England where they continued to
eat bland food, complain about the fog and
have their writers write long, dull poems.
6. The French Revolution — The revolution was caused by pizza. It is true!
France at this time had a bunch of kings

named Louis who held all of the power and
most of the money. When pizza was
sneaked across the border from Italy, the
masses attempted to keep it to themselves.
Unfortunately, one of the kings, Louis
the 18th (or something like that) found out
and took the pizza by force. He also wore
wigs, makeup and tight pants. The masses
revolted and heads flew,
A young officer named Napoleon gained
control of the government by promising
free pizza to all. The other countries of
Europe found out and fought a lot of wars
to get pizza for themselves. France lost,
and continued revolting. They still are.
7. America — Now that we are here, we
■See Pizza, page 12.

have sat down and said, "Colly! Just where
did pizza come from?" No, most of you
only care about where you are going to get
it from and who is going to pay. I decided
MATT
to find the facts. I did not, so I made this
up.
Because this is a study of the effect of pizza on the history of the world and the his2&M6M86e: U)HAT s *-^
tory of pizza in general, we must start at
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the beginning. And. where do we begin?
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Ancient Sumeria.
We will start there because every history
OF
class in existence starts there, and usually
*
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CIMM"
8ftie«m*t>s
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spend up to a month and a half on
Sumeria. Then, with about a week left in
the year, the teacher realizes that hefshe
[W£.'.C0M6.y W£',C0M6
WHAT Tf4E^ DO to you IN KIND^SARDER
has not gotten to the 20th century yet, so
[-TO <itOPy6ARt;ert,
World War I, the Depression, World War
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(Oft., AS S0W6 Of T«€
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nam, the space race and the sixties are
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covered in that last week, ensuring a
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thorough education, although usually class
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ends before 1968 is reached.
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1. Ancient Sumeria — In a way, pizza
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was invented here. Unfortunately, it conTHE ftowwi: SToeiES ca«J BE QUITE AMUSI«6, ACTuALL'S. THCN 90U 60
sisted of a dead cow and some tomatoes
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this raw pizza was never great, and delivery
was nearly impossible.
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The Sumerians went on to accomplish
little except for taking up quite a few chapPuftce aou'u'. a= ABU TO M<
ters in our history books.
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2. Ancient Greece — These guys wore
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dresses and sat around philosophizing.
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They also invented most of the boring
school subjects, such as math and science.
Interestingly enough, their efforts with piIF &OO IS
zza resulted in a triangle-shaped pizza.
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They are note-worthy for introducing
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double cheese, before getting their butts
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kicked in a few major wars.
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3. Roman Empire — The original party
animals. Pizza rose to prominence during
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They also introduced alcohol to pizza,
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thus providing the perfect companion to
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the perfect food. Pizza making at this time
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was restricted to a select few of the high
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priests, known as "Pizzamasters." Pizza
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was the most popular food to consume
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after orgies, and it was held so sacred that
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the Romans never forced themselves to
vomit after eating it, like they did with lesThis groovy cartoon brought to you by...
ser foods.
The masses of Rome were usually denied
the sacred food, which made them mad.
They were also denied access to orgies, unless they were cute, female masses. Under
425 E. Wooster (behind Dairy Mart) 353-1222
their unrest, Rome began to crumble.
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'Complete BG Man'in 27-1/2 steps
by Dennis Hocrig

"GQ" (Gentleman's Quarterly) recently
published a list of everything a man should
have seen and done by his 30th birthday.
On the heels of that came an article in
Rolling Stone detailing what the "average"
guy should have done in that same time.
Now, Friday magazine is publishing a list

of everything the BG man needs to know
and do before he graduates from this fine
University.
This list is by no means to be taken seriously, so please keep the anonymous
threats and harassing calls to a minimum.
Steps in making the BG man:
(1) Ideally, at least 10 hours of impatient

waiting at the drop/add line.
(2) One excruciating illness at the hands
of cafeteria food.
(3) An array of at least 30 parking tickets.
(4) Being locked out of room while dripping wet from shower.
(5) Spend at least medium-sized life savings at the bookstore.
(6) At least one truly disgusting onenight affair we would just as soon forget.
(7) A minimum of one confrontation per
semester with your friendly University bursar.
(8) Consume roughly 50 gallons of caffeine and spend several all-nighters during
your sentence (uh, stay) here.
(9) Have at least one cleverly produced
fake ID to your credit
(10) Know by heart the numbers for
Factline, time & temperature and several
pizza places.
(11) Discover that occasionally other
forms of life flourish in your beer at import
night
(12) Leam to swim when it rains on
campus.

Friday /Steve Schelb

(19) Pay homage to the "porcelain god"
after settling for the economy-priced
Goebel's.
(20) See the BG hockey squad in action.

(21) Log at least 150 hours of "Late
Night with David Letterman."
(22) Write to your parents at least once
in four years.
(23) Write to your parents for money at
least once in four years.
(24) Have one roommate you truly despise (probably an early-riser).
(25) Occasionally attend classes.
(26) Survive a night at Howard's when
the beer bottles are tossed on the dance
floor.

Friday/Mark Van Guntcn
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Special Offer
On Campus
October 1 - October 16
ONLY
BASIC SERVICE
Vi Price Installation ($10.00)
FREE Service Until Oct. 20
HBO PREMIUM
Free Installation
Free Service Until Oct. 20
BONUS
Up to $2.00 Value free at
Steve's Ice Cream

Wood Cable TV
118 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
(419) 352-8424

Office Hours
8:00 am - 5:30 pm
Monday - Friday

Friday/Paul Vcrnen

(13) See the Rocky Horror Picture Show
at least once.
(14) Learn to appreciate the finer points
of MacBeach in the spring.
(15) Attempt to ingest—if you dare—a
Union burger.
(16) Run out of food coupons during
exam week.
(17) Figure just what it is a college president does.
(18) Co partially deaf from your neighbor's habit of listening to Judas Priest and
Black Flag at full volume.

wm\
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(27) Meet someone special.
(27 Vi) Don't take any newspaper columnist too seriously.

PUMPKINS!
At Low, Low Prices!
OPEN SAT. - SUN., 9-6
• GOURDS • SQUASH
INDIAN CORN
CORN SHOCKS
KRONE'S PRODUCE
Comer BG M. East E DMam Rd.
(FokVm Woodcr SL 3 N. Eact of BO)

"Indoor Shopping, Rain or Shine"
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Animal facility serves researchers
Director says
research leads to
'significant answers'
by Deborah Gottschalk
As many as 1,500 laboratory animals,
the subjects of study by University researchers, are housed in the animal research
facility on the ground floor of the life
science building. The animals' immaculately clean habitat gleams of white paint and
stainless steel, and smells distinctly sanitary.
Elden W. Martin, associate professor of
biology and coordinator of the animal facility said if the University wants to "keep its
role as a research institution, it's appropriate to use animals where they are
needed." Because of this, animals are used
for research experiments and are housed
in a facility that was opened Feb. 6,1984.
Students and faculty may be unaware of
the facility because the sign hanging on the
outer door of the facility reads "authorized
personnel only."
"We don't allow people to flow in and
out because...it's not good for the animals.
The well-being of the animals is at risk,"
Martin said.
In addition to rooms containing cages of
animals including mice, rats, guinea pigs,
bird, reptiles and amphibians, there is a
procedural room with a steel operating
table that is used by researchers when incisions need to be made as part of experiment
The facility also includes a necropsy
room, used by researchers to conduct autopsies after an animal dies. A large room
contains machines that are used to clean
and sterilize all instruments, as well as
cages and other materials used by researchers.
According to Martin, the purpose of the
facility is to house animals that can be used
for research and teaching. In the department of biological science "we have faculty
who work on everything from viruses to
human research," he said.
Currently there are several professors
conducting experiments that use animals.
According to Martin, Lee Meserve, associate professor of biological science is conducting research with the thyroid gland
and how it operates in normal and abnor■ See Animals, page 2.

Foes of research
say animals suffer
...Page 2

Friday/Jim Youll
Domaatlc rata taka cai« of thair nawborn babias in a caga at thaUnivarairy'a animal raaMrch facility.
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Activist: research animals are mistreated
by Deborah Ootttchalk
"Seventy million animals are killed in
American laboratories yearly — three animals every second. If what researchers are
doing is so important, we should have
eternal life by now," said University graduate Gregory Gomey, the Ohio representative for Fund For Animals. Fund For Animals is the national anti-cruelty-to-animals
organization.
Gomey, who has experienced the difficulty of attempting to tour and photograph
animal research facilities, including the facility at the University, said that the facility
not being open to the public has nothing
to do with researchers' concern for animal
welfare.
According to Gomey, the well-being of
the animal is already at stake once it enters

"The reality Is that lab animals In this country are
burned, poisoned, starved,
forced to Inhale toxic fumes,
surgically mutilated,
shocked, irratiated, blinded,
and held In restraining devices for months on end."
— Gregory Gomey
the lab.
"The reality is that (the researchers) are
afraid to show the public what goes on behind closed lab doors... it's not like the
animals are waiting in line to get in," he
said.
It is once the animals are in the lab, and
particularly on the lab table, that Gomey
and the Fund For Animals Organization
expresses a concern for their rights. A facility may be clean, have white walls and
bright lights, "and it's important to at least
have that, but right now what we want is
protection for the animal during the experiment," Gorney said. The laws now do
not say what an experimenter can or cannot do during an experiment, he added.
The American Association for Accredidation of lab animal care (AAALC), a private organization that accredits research
facilities on the basis that they meet certain requirements, does not set standards
that determine what researchers can or
cannot do to an animal once it is the experimenter's hands.
Gomey quoted a former chairman of
AAALC as saying, "What we worry about
is cage space, cleanliness, training of animal caretakers, and nutrition. The organization (AAALC) cannot say anything about
what the animals are used for, so it's like
being a good concentration camp guard.
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Somebody has to start asking, 'what are
you doing in those labratories?'"
Gomey said that he hopes a lot of Bowling Green students will start questioning
the necessity and reliability of the animal
research facility at the University.
Because he questions the necessity of
such research facilities, Gomey encourages the exploration of alternative methods of research. Some of these alternatives
include using tissue, cell and organ cultures, egg embryos and computers as
research aids. If researchers stopped killing animals, and channelled all of the information and knowlege that they already
have into a computer, more knowledge
could be gained and no more animals
would have to be killed, Gomey said. The
money that goes toward duplicating unnecessary and trivial research should go
toward funding the development of many
more alternatives, he added.
Gorney said that instead of exploring
alternatives, researchers repeat the same
experiments. "The reality is that lab animals in this country are burned, poisoned,
starved, forced to inhale toxic fumes, surgically mutilated, shocked, irratiated, blinded, and held in restraining devices for
months on end." The majority of these
types experiments are duplicative and unnecessary, Gomey added.
According to Gomey, from 1975-1982
starvation experiments with animals were
repeated 775 times, experiments on animals with marijuana were repeated 550
times, and 850 alcohol experiments were
conducted. If the experiment has been
done, and results have been published,
this research is repetitive and trivial, Gorney said. The repetion of mother-infant
separation experiments, which were conducted 350 times between 1975 and 1982.
are particularly sad, he said. He added that
taking a child away from its mother is
never physically or mentally healthy.
Because colleges so frequently duplicate
experiments, many of the results are never
published, Gomey said. "There is an incredible amount of waste and unreliability
in animal research when you go through it
(an experiment) and don't come up with
anything worth printing," he added.
Elden W. Martin, coordinator of the
research facility at the University, said
researchers here publish "any significant
findings."
In addition to duplicating experiments,
Gomey said, researchers also give contradictory responses when answering why
they feel justified in using animals in experiments.
"Researchers say they can use animals
because they are similiar to us. If they are
like us — and feel pain — then they say it
is okay to use animals because they are
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different then we are. We can't let the
researchers have it both ways. If s a contradiction in logic," Gomey added.
He said that researchers are desensitized
through their work. One way this occurs is
through experimenters' terminology. In
journals published by researchers, screams
of pain by the animal are recorded as "vo-

calizations," electric shocks are worded as
"adversive stimuli," and crying and frantic
attempts to escape are recorded as "a reaction to adversive stimuli." Researchers are
desensitized by not using words to describe what they are actually doing.
■See Activist, page 12.

Animals
■(Continued from page 1)
mal situations.
Martin is also doing research with animals. His experiments will determine the
nutritional requirements of the Japanese
quail. By changing the diet of the birds,
measuring their metabolism and fat accumulation, Martin can discover diet needs
for animals and apply that to the human
diet
He said two other professors, Roudabeh
Jamasbi and Carol Heckman, are conducting research that is working toward a cure
for cancer. According to Jamasbi, mice
and rats are immunized against cancer.
Their spleen cells are then used to produce antibodies that work against the cancer cell. Different animals are then injected
with the cancer cell. With the antibodies,
the researchers hope to diagnose or treat
the animals that have cancer.
According to Martin, researchers in the
department of biological science have
"found very significant answers to research
questions" by using animals in research.
He said that in science, problems are unraveled a little bit at a time, and the findings by University researchers have been
useful to other researchers to come up
with new hypotheses.
Currently the researchers and the facility
are following National Institute of Health
guidelines which sets standards for the
researchers. Guidelines for everything
from the size of the cages to the flow of air
through the building are established, Martin said.
"You should live so good as these animals do," he said.
The researchers who use animals, hoping to receive more money in federal
grants for research, plan to apply for accredidation from the American Association
for Accredidation of Lab Animal Care
(ALLAC).
Certification by ALLAC, a private organization, assures the federal government
that conditions for animal care are being
met When the government sees that
AAALC has accredited a facility, they are
more inclined to give grant money to that
facility.
Although Martin said he believes the
biology department meets all criteria, "we
want to make sure we have the very best
care and situation before we go for accreditation."
One problem that stands in the way of
ALLAC accredidation for the University is
the fact that asbestos, an insulation material, is beginning to degenerate and get
into the air in an area above the fifth floor
of the Psychology building, according to
Katrina Meyer, assistant director of
research services.
According to Meyer, asbestos is a known
cancer-causing agent, and "people who

about the problem because it is a danger
not only to the animals, but also the people.
Martin said until the asbestos problem is
corrected, ALLAC will not accredit the
research facilities.
Although there are problems in the psychology building, Martin does believe the
life science facility meets all ALLAC
criteria.
Martin said the University's facility is
excellent and the treatment of the animals
is humane. In order to insure humane
treatment, a committee comprised of a
veterinarian, an animal control officer, a
representative from the biology and psy-

Friday/Jim Voull
Stacked cages such ■• thass arc the
home of gunlaa pigs used In experiments.

etiology departments and others, reviews
and makes final decisions regarding proposals of researchers. However, if the
researcher is not dissecting the animal
while it is alive, or implanting something
into it, the director of research, after he
speaks with a veterinarian, can approve of
the experiment without the committee.
The purpose of the committee exists to
insure that the animals are fed and housed
properly, but it also checks to make sure
they are treated humanely.
"The animals don't experience pain
more than it's absolutely necessary in the
particular experiment," he said, noting
that if anything that will cause pain occurs,
anesthesia is administered.
"We're not a bunch of butchers. We're
humane people with an interest in trying to
solve some problems," Martin added.
Martin sais animal research at the University is important
"If we weren't able to continue animal
research, we wouldn't be able to answer
some of the questions relating to animal
and human well being," he added.
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Props room gets a clean sweep
by Dan Pharci
Have you ever dreamed that you were
identifible objects. This inventory sheet is
rummaging through someone's attic just to the most recent accounting of the objects
discover what was up there? For Jill Smith, in the room. Smith said she will continue
it is not a dream, but her job.
to organize the props and update the inSmith, a sophomore theater major, has
ventory sheet until she graduates.
been cleaning out the props room in UniSmith's work is not over after she finiversity Hall for the past month. She under- shes the inventory. She is responsible for
took this task as part of her duties as the
running props for all shows in Eva Marie
first person at Bowling Green to receive a
Saint Theater and overseeing work on the
scholarship for props. Jill wants to empha- props for Joe E. Brown productions.
size the technical side of theater with a
She watches a complete run-through of a
speciality in props and propmaking.
show a week before the actual perform-

"Sooner or later, I can And a use for something that people
would think is junk."

—Jill Smith

Friday/Paul V«mon
Jill Smith, ■ sophomore theater major, takes Invantory of items In lha thaalar department's prop room. Smith said aha has found many things that ara unknown to her
and ara not mentioned In any previous Invantory sheet.

ance to decide what props are needed.
Smith said working props is like interior
design or decorating.
She added she has to do research on the
period of the play, read the list of props
mentioned in the play, and add in props
she thinks would work.
Each play has a budget, and she will allocate money for props based on what the
director feels is appropriate for props.
Smith first goes through the props room to
see if any of the props required are there.
If props are needed but not found in the
props room, she said she would beg, borrow, or even make them.
When Smith does buy props, she starts
at the Goodwill store. She said people
would be surprised to see what she finds
there.
"Sooner or later, I can find a use for
something that people would think is
junk," she said.

BOWLING
GREEN

woodland moll

cinema

Phone No.
354-0558
PG-13

LIKE FATHER LIKE SON

FATAL
ATTRACTION

The props room is located in the Joe E.
Brown Theater. It extends from a door at
stage left, under the floor of the audience
and back around to a gate at stage right.
Smith defines props as being "anything
that can be handled and moved around,"
and moving things around is exactly what
she does. Everything from alcohol bottles,
dishes, vases to furniture have been stored
in the dusty comers of this storage room.
Some of the more interesting objects
Smith has encountered in her endeavors
are an old hand radio and a wooden
wheelchair like the one used by Franklin
D. Roosevelt. Of course, she has had some
big surprises, such as a bag of bones.
Because of the age of a number of items,
the valuable props are placed in a locked
cabinet along with any weapon that has a
sharp edge. These items are used in productions, but are watched over to make
certain they are returned in good condition.
Smith uses a 1978 inventory sheet of the
props to try to identify some of the un-

with Los Lobos & Little Steven
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Motor Coach Tour $39.50
Round trip leaving from Student Union
Belkin preferred searing & refreshments on board
Price Includes: Concert tickets, bus & refreshments

Tickets Available at

128 N. Main
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Student's Torino
a fulfillment of
childhood dream
by Tina Ondcr

After spending an entire summer rebuilding, repainting and refinancing a
1972 Grand Torino, senior electronic
technology major Steve Hirt said, "My next
car will be a brand new one."
The Grand Torino is the fulfillment of
Hirf s childhood dream. For years, Hirt
watched older friends fix up their hot-rods
and always dreamed of having his own.

More than
Jopt a set of wheels
Needing a car after getting out of the
Army, Hirt looked for one that was sporty
yet large enough for good handling. Hirt
says he was looking for "comer control."
However, he dispels any notion that he
is a wild and crazy driver. Although he owned a Torino in high school, which he
bluntly admits, "I trashed," Hirt now takes
every precaution he can to protect his car.
The Torino is stored for the winter. And,
while it does see daylight, it never sits in
the rain.
"There's not one bit of rust on the body,
either on the outside or underneath. Every

Friday/MdcWarchlmc

Senior Steve Hirt shows off hit 1972 Qran Torino Sport Hirt
worked on the car all lummar, and now It It completely fraa of
mat and In great condition.

nut and bolt is rust free," Hirt said proudly.
Hirt received guidance from a professional restorer while overhauling the car.
The expert advised him on everything from
installing a new steering column to the
paint job.

the daily commute on Route 199 from Postoria.
"If six cars ahead of me are going 50
mph, I don't mind revving up to go around
them," Hirt said.
Yes, all six at once.
Hirt has no plans to ever sell his car. He
is looking forward to the day when it will
be a collector's item and be worth more
than his original investment. Until then,
the '72 Grand Torino waits in the garage
for the break of day.

The frustrations of restoring have now
paid off for Hirt, however.
"I enjoy driving it much more than rebuilding it," he said.
Maintenance and upkeep still occupy
much of Hirf s time. He recently installed a
new clutch fan and changes the oil every
2,000 miles. He also constantly monitors
all fluid levels.
The 28-year-old student has never pushed the Torino to the 140 mph limits of
its police speedometer, but he admits the
car has the passing power necessary for

What is it? Wendy and Lisa wonder
If you can identify this object,
you could win a SIS gift
certificate from Stingers Cafe,
1414 E. Wooster. (Does not
include tax, gratuity, or alcoholic
beverages).
Drop your answers in the entry
box located in the BG News
editorial office, 214 West Hall.
Entries are due by Wednesday,
Oct. 7 at 2 p.m. The winning
entry will be named at that time.
If more than one correct entry is
received, a drawing will be held
to determine the winner.'
Employees of BGSU Student
Publications are not eligible.

Sponsored by

if people know them
can't expect these people to just invite us
in their homes. We have to knock politely
and see if we can come inside."
The light rapping on their debut album,
"Wendy and Lisa," is a change from their
days under Prince's purple reign, when
Melvoin and keyboardist Coleman helped
the Minneapolis superstar break musical
and motion picture ground with a series of
ever-evolving records.
Coleman was a fixture on Prince's records dating back to "Dirty Mind" in 1978,
■See Unknown, page 12.

by terry McShenc
NEW YORK (API - After appearing in
two movies, playing on three millionselling albums and making the cover of
Rolling Stone magazine, Wendy Melvoin
and Lisa Coleman still wonder if people
know them.
"We have to think of it in those terms,
because there's a lot of people we haven't
reached," said Melvoin, the guitarist with
the Revolution, Prince's multi-faceted
backup band, for the past five years. "We

Any large 16" 1 -item pizza for

Last week's winner was Terri Heimberger of Bowling
Green, who correctly identified the object as the back of a
Macintosh-style computer disk. Her name was chosen in a
dja^infi^fj|U|orrect^ntjies^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

plus o FREE Ulter Boftle
of Pepsi with Ihli coupon
.. .A$)0.75 value.
Ask for when ordering

ENTRY FORM

Name
Address.
Phone Number.
What is it?

Return to BG News Editorial Office. 214 West Hull, BGSU.
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FREE DELIVERY
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Post Cards:
They're not just
for vacations
by Amy Houston
Post cards traditionally bring to mind
the mass produced photographs that tourists feel obligated to send home describing trips to the Grand Canyon or the La
Brea Tar Pits. Vacationers send them out
to prove that they have actually gone
somewhere and are not just hiding at home
with the phone unplugged.
In the past few years the sense of dread
equated with sending post cards has almost disappeared. They aren't just for vacationers anymore; people are adopting
them as an alternative form of communication.
Artists and photographers have borrowed the medium to print a variety of
famous faces and works of art that are
ready to send. Post cards also break up the
monotony of the typical letter.
Rosemarie Basilie, an employee of Currents, said the store has been selling post
cards for two years. They are popular because they are a quick and easy way to let
someone know you are thinking about
them, she said.
William Schurk, sound recording archivist at the Jerome library and post card collector, agrees that post cards are popular

because they are "expressions of a view."
People send them thinking "I enjoy this
and I hope you do to," making them a personalized way to communicate, he said.
By choosing an image that would appeal
to someone, it lets them know the sender
is aware of their interests and tastes.
Most of the new post cards are printed in
black and white or sepia tone to give them

Calendar of Events
OcL 2 - England's Allan Hokhworth
will perform at Alvin's, 5756 Cass (WSU
Campus), for two shows at 9 p.m. and midnight Advance tickets are: 12.50 and are
available from Ticketmaster. To order by
phone: (313) 423-6666.
— Tickets go on sale today for a concert
by Boston to be held Oct. 28 at 8 p.m. in
Centennial Had, Toledo. Reserved tickets
are: 16.50 and are available from Finder's
Records. To charge by phone: 5374231.
The current lineup of the band includes
Toledo native Tom Scholz, Brad Delp,
Dan Sikes, Doug Huffman, Jim Masdea
and Gary Phil. The group is touring in
support of "Third Stage," their first LP in
six years on MCA records.
The opening act will be Fahrenheit
Oct 4 - The Toledo Museum of Art will
exhibit "A Masterpiece from the Soviet
Union: Rembrandt's Holy Family with
Angels".

Frlday/PaiiiVanton

Pott card* hive become increasingly popular In racant yaara.
Soma of tha mora popular onaa feature writers, aongwrrteri
and compoaara.

(WSU Campus). Show times are 7:30 and
10 both nights. Advance tickets are: 8.50
and are available from Ticketmaster at
(313)423-6666.

Admission to the exhibit is $3 for adults
and $2 for senior citizens 65 and older.
There is no admission charge on Wednes- .
days. School groups with advance registration are admitted free of charge.
Tames Taybr plays at Centennial Hall, 8
p.m. Reserved tickets are $16, and went
on sale Aug. 31 at the Centannial Hall box
office, Boogie Records, all Shed locations,
all Abbey Road stores, University at Portside, and Finders Records. Charge by
phone with Mastercard or Visa
419-537-4231.
Oct 12 and 13 — Jonathan Richman cfi
jiTneModem Lovers wiUperform two
•*!lrcn^?ftnnBgrtl^ffllvfrft,"l'!»t9s
^^n

an older, more nostalgic look. They are available depicting famous and not-sofamous literary figures, musicians, film
personalities and works of art.
The images may be reminiscent of the
past the price is not. Schurk notes that
along with their popularity, their price is
increasing. The average cost of a post card
is 50 to 60 cents today as opposed to the
days of the penny post card at the turn of
the century.
According to Basilie, popular cards in
Bowling Green are those featuring John
Lennon and Beat Generation writer Jack
Kerouac. Often people buy two of the same
card - one to send and one to stick on the
wall - she added.

Pagliai's Pizza
945 South Main Street
352-7571
A 'fl/ury good Cany Out 1>tat
"/idi this coupon
CROISSANT of Your Choice
Chicfcan. Egg. Tuna, or Ham Salad*.
Ham a Chaaao o- Roaat Baal
i»—— — (aplw.lW.te.,^,

Pku
A Cup of Our Homemade Soup of the Day
and

A Bottomleis Drink
Only S2.50 (S4.05 Value!)

Houston is a popular culture major.

Valid Iniide Only
'Salacnons may vary

Fit / Sot. Oct. 2 & 3
210 MSC Midnight
$1.50 Admission
Coming Attractions
One Flew Over The Cuckoo's Nest
Fri. / Sot. Oct. 9 & 10

ALTERED STATES

PINK FLOVD The Wall
Fri. / Sot. Oct. 9 6110
210 MSC Midnight

Fri. / Sot. Oct. 2 & 3
210 MSC 8:00. 10:00
Admission $1.50

free Movie Poster Giveaway!
i
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Are we all
'Less Than Zero'?
.. J|

by Hotly Tritch
"Less Than Zero"
Bret Easton Ellis
Penguin Books, 1986
$6.95
Skinny, pale-faced English boys; bisexual prostitutes; Porsche-driving, chain-smoking drug dealers; mannequin daughters of rich Daddies toting Louis Vuitton
bags filled with "the dirt." Their days occupied with "lunch," "drinks," "screenings," "Jacuzzis," "nose-candy" and
"three-somes." They are the "MTV generation" and they are the subject matter
of Bret Easton Ellis' "Less Than Zero."
The closest thing to a plot in the book is
the transformation of today's youth into
quasi-pharmacists. I'm not going to list the
drugs — just pick up any pharmaceutical
dictionary and read it cover to cover. I'm
not going to deal with the names of the
characters either — it really doesn't matter.

Friday/D«nise trickncr

If I sound a little apathetic — maybe I am
— maybe we all are. And maybe I found a
little of myself in the pages of this bestseller whose back cover deems it "the inside story of a generation on a desperate
search for the ultimate sensation."
Haunting as it is, it may frighten you.
But worse, it may not frighten you, depending on the level of desensitization you
have reached. You see, this book is the
first-hand account of an apathetic and corrupt generation (Ellis' generation, our generation) as depicted by its author, a sophomore at Bennington College in Vermont
The novel documents the daily lives of a
pack of spoiled-rotten, college-age elites
and their relationships with one another,
with exotic drugs, with death, with exploratory sex, with MTV and with their parents
(whose whereabouts are, for the most part,
unknown).
As "Less Than Zero" is an autobiography, Ellis uses L.A. as its setting. While
this provides for provocative reading,
taking the audience for a joyride through a
sensory jungle, it may, initially, isolate the
reader who sits calmly in the Midwest
However, when Ellis incorporates the
phrase "people are afraid to merge" from
an L.A. expressway billboard he strikes a
chord which resonates throughout all of
society — one of de-personalization and
emotional sterility.
Have we become a society so accustomed to rape, violence and other assorted
social evils that a book such as this one
may seem so realistic (and it does)? And'
have we become so removed that upon
viewing these evils in our own society we so
choose not to eradicate them?
I'm not so sure I like being part of the
"MTV generation."
Tritch is a junior magazine journalism
ma>or.
j
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Pizza played an important role in history
bv
Chris toDhe r J.
J Dawson
Dawion
by Christopher
I think I would be on safe ground to
state that all readers have had pizza at
least once in their lives. If someone out
there disagrees with this statement then
they can go back to Moscow.
Pizza is the universal experience, but
I'm sure very few of you out there actually

Tongue in Cheek
have sat down and said, "Colly! Just where
did pizza come from?" No, most of you
only care about where you are going to get
it from and who is going to pay. I decided
to find the facts. I did not, so I made this
up.
Because this is a study of the effect of pizza on the history of the world and the history of pizza in general, we must start at
the beginning. And, where do we begin?
Ancient Sumeria.
We will start there because every history
class in existence starts there, and usually
spend up to a month and a half on
Sumeria. Then, with about a week left in
the year, the teacher realizes that he/she
has not gotten to the 20th century yet, so
World War I, the Depression, World War
II, the Cold War, the Korean War, Vietnam, the space race and the sixties are
covered in that last week, ensuring a
thorough education, although usually class
ends before 1968 is reached.
1. Ancient Sumeria — In a way, pizza
was invented here. Unfortunately, it consisted of a dead cow and some tomatoes
lying on a pile of wheat. The demand for
this raw pizza was never great, and delivery
was nearly impossible.
The Sumerians went on to accomplish
little except for taking up quite a few chapters in our history books.
2. Ancient Greece — These guys wore
dresses and sat around philosophizing.
They also invented most of the boring
school subjects, such as math and science.
Interestingly enough, their efforts with pizza resulted in a triangle-shaped pizza.
They are note-worthy for introducing
double cheese, before getting their butts
kicked in a few major wars.
3. Roman Empire — The original party
animals. Pizza rose to prominence during
this period of history. The Romans introduced pepperoni and sausage, and spread
the popularity of pizza by conquering the
world, which, at the time, consisted of
Europe.
They also introduced alcohol to pizza,
thus providing the perfect companion to
the perfect food. Pizza making at this time
was restricted to a select few of the high
priests, known as "Pizzamasters." Pizza
was the most popular food to consume
after orgies, and it was held so sacred that
the Romans never forced themselves to
vomit after eating it. like they did with lesser foods.
The masses of Rome were usually denied
the sacred food, which made them mad.
They were also denied access to orgies, unless they were cute, female .masses. Under
their unrest, Rome began to crumble.
.' ■

Rome
Rome fe
fell after
after being
being invaded
invaded bv
by

large,
"
•»*■
smelly barbarians from Germany who had
heard of the wonderous food and wanted
to add it to their favorite drink, beer.
4. The Dark Ages — Once pizza was introduced to beer, it was assumed the pair
would sweep Europe. Instead, the bubonic
plague swept Europe. The barbarians were
not too smart so they never explored marketing pizza for profit. Instead, they built
huge castles and hoarded pizza. They also
experimented with it by adding saurkraut,
which fortunately did not last.
They also forced their serfs to eat lowquality tasteless mush which evolved into
standard cafeteria fare.
5. The Renaissance — Pizza returned to

lta,v
Italy,'and
and *•
the masses
masses rejoiced
rejoiced because
because they
they
were now able to share in the food of the
gods. Artists began to put pizza into their
works, such as the Venus de Milo, whose
arms once held a double cheese and pepperoni. Da Vinci introduced mushrooms
and it is rumored that the Mona Lisa is
partially smiling because she caught a whiff
of a pizza in Da Vinci's oven.
Pizza spread to every comer of Europe
even faster than the assorted plagues, except for England where they continued to
eat bland food, complain about the fog and
have their writers write long, dull poems.
6. The French Revolution — The revolution was caused by pizza. It is true!
France at this time had a bunch of kings

and
named Louis who held all of the power an
most of the money. When pizza was
sneaked across the border from Italy, the
masses attempted to keep it to themselves.
Unfortunately, one of the kings, Louis
the 18th (or something like that) found out
and took the pizza by force. He also wore
wigs, makeup and tight pants. The masses
revolted and heads flew.
A young officer named Napoleon gained
control of the government by promising
free pizza to all. The other countries of
Europe found out and fought a lot of wars
to get pizza for themselves. France lost,
and continued revolting. They still are.
7. America — Now that we are here, we
■See Pizza, page 12.
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'Complete BG Man'in 27-1/2 steps
by P«nni» Hocrig
"GQ" (Gentleman's Quarterly) recently
published a list of everything a man should
have seen and done by his 30th birthday.
On the heels of that came an article in
Rolling Stone detailing what the "average"
guy should have done in that same time.
Now, Friday magazine is publishing a list

of everything the BC man needs to know
and do before he graduates from this fine
University.
This list is by no means to be taken seriously, so please keep the anonymous
threats and harassing calk to a minimum.
Steps in making the BG man:
(1) Ideally, at least 10 hours of impatient

waiting at the drop/add line.
(2) One excruciating illness at the hands
of cafeteria food.
(3) An array of at least 30 parking tickets.
(4) Being locked out of room while dripping wet from shower.
(5) Spend at least medium-sized life savings at the bookstore.
(6) At least one truly disgusting onenight affair we would just as soon forget
(7) A minimum of one confrontation per
semester with your friendly University bursar.
(8) Consume roughly 50 gallons of caffeine and spend several all-nighters during
your sentence (uh, stay) here.
(9) Have at least one cleverly produced
fake ID to your credit
(10) Know by heart the numbers for
Pactline, time & temperature and several
pizza places.
(11) Discover that occasionally other
forms of life flourish in your beer at import
night
(12) Learn to swim when it rains on
campus.

Friday/Stev« Schclb

(19) Pay homage to the "porcelain god"
after settling for the economy-priced
Goebel's.
(20) See the BC hockey squad in action.
(21) Log at least 150 hours of "Late
Night with David Letterman."
(22) Write to your parents at least once
in four years.
(23) Write to your parents for money at
least once in four years.
(24) Have one roommate you truly despise (probably an early-riser).
(25) Occasionally attend classes.
(26) Survive a night at Howard's when
the beer bottles are tossed on the dance
floor.

Friday /Marie Van Guntcn

Special Offer
On Campus
October 1 - October 16
ONLY
BASIC SERVICE i
J4 Price Installation ($10.00)
FREE Service Until Oct. 20
HBO PREMIUM
Free Installation
Free Service Until Oct. 20
BONUS
Up to $2.00 Value free at
Steve's Ice Cream

Wood Cable TV
118 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
(419) 352-8424

Office Hours
8:00 am - 5:30 pm
Monday - Friday

Friday/Paul Vcrnon

(13) See the Rocky Horror Picture Show
at least once.
(14) Learn to appreciate the finer points
of MacBeach in the spring.
(15) Attempt to ingest—if you dare—a
Union burger.
(16) Run out of food coupons during
exam week.
(17) Figure just what it is a college president does.
(18) Go partially deaf from your neighbor's habit of listening to Judas Priest and
Black Flag at full volume.

Frtday/Sttvttl

(27) Meet someone special.
(27 Vi) Don't take any newspaper columnist too seriously.

PUMPKINS!
At Low, Low Prices!
OPEN SAT. - SCJN., 9-6

• GOURDS • SQUASH
INDIAN CORN
CORN SHOCKS
KRONE'S PRODUCE
Comer BG Rd. East & Dirlam Rd.
(MM Wooater 8t 3 HL Eart of BO)

"Indoor Shopping, Rain or Shine"
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Mellencamp's new album Jazz AH Stars to perform
lacks Cougar's style
by Cathy ■crflore

byWIIHoHlttcr
Tides like "Rotty Toot Toot" and "Hot
Dogs & Hamburgers" are fairly good warnings that John Mellencamp (sans Cougar)
has fouled out on his latest outing, "The
Lonesome Jubilee."

Dropping his tough tag seems to be Mellencamp's statement of his new found
patriotism and "middle class kind of guy"
image. John babe, wiff the Java, Springsteen is on his way home from the bank on
that bit and you're certainly not Bob Dylan. Stick with what you were doing. You

All of the stars are shining brighter in Bowling Green — the Toledo Jazz All
Stars, that is. On Oct. 5, Toledo jazz musicians will join University music faculty for
a concert on campus.
Christopher Buzzelli, assistant professor of guitar at the College of Musical Arts,
is coordinating the get-together.
'This event was intended to strengthen the musical ties between the College of
Musical Arts and the Toledo jazz community," he said.
Buzzelli was recently appointed director of the Toledo Jazz Orchestra.
"There hasn't been enough communication between Toledo and our jazz program on our own turf." said Jeff Halsey, assistant professor of Music Composition
and History and coordinator of Jazz Studies. "We seldom have a chance to bring
the Toledo greats to Bowling Green."
The group does not rehearse. Instead, each musician is asked to suggest a tune
he or she would like to play.
"It's a real spontaneous show, but if you've got the right musicians you can pull it
off," Halsey added.
The Toledo group consists of Jimmy Cook on trumpet Gene Parker on saxophones and Bob Rex, a former University student, on drums. Bowling Green faculty members include Buzzelli on guitar, Halsey on double bass, Dave Melle on
saxophones, Wendell Jones on vibraharp and Andrea Rowlison on trombone.
The concert will be held Oct. 5 at 8 p.m. in Bryan Recital Hall in the Moore Musical Arts Center. Admission is free and open to all.

were actually getting good at it.
Lyrically, this collection makes better
letters to the editor than folk songs (or
whatever they're supposed to be). It is
chock full of weak similes and foggy metaphors that are about as poetic as schoolyard hop-scotch.
Mellencamp is billing himself as one of
the guys, one of the hard workin' middle
Americans at the short end of that oh-sofamiliar hierarchical stick.
It would not be fair to review this album
without raving the single "Paper in Fire."
This acoustic rocker is among Mellencamp's best, but should have appeared on
one of his earlier albums instead of this
poor attempt at a folk collection.
If you do not own a Cougar album,
either "Uh-huh" or "Scarecrow," do not
mess with this Mellencamp guy. He's lost.
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POWARD'S
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SUNDAY

210 N. MAIN

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

HOURS: MON-SAT: NOON TIL 2:30 AM &
SUNDAY 2:00 PM 'TIL 2:30 AM 365 DAYS
THE AREA'S FINEST LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
VOTED BEST BAR IN B.G
DESIGNATED DRIVER PARTICIPANT
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If you like anything at all, you'll like 'memoirs'
by Nancy Erikion
If you've ever felt like a bratty little
brother or a scapegoat or a pitcher for the
New York Yankees, you will love Eugene
Morris Jerome.
If you have ever felt like you have to do
all the work and take care of everybody,
especially your younger sister, you will love

Theater
Eugene's mother, Kate.
If you've ever had people asking for your
advice, admiring you and if you have ever
had to be a referee for these same people,
you will love Eugene's father, Jack.
And if you've ever been a member of a
family, whether father, mother, sister,
brother, cousin or aunt, you will love
Brighton Beach Memoirs by Neil Simon.
Brighton Beach Memoirs opened Oct. 1
at the Eva Marie Saint Theatre in University Hall and will continue Oct. 2-3 and Oct.
8-10 at 8 p.m.
I've seen this show before. I saw it in
Cleveland three years ago at the State

Free
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Theatre in Cleveland. Phillip McKeon
played the role of Eugene, the lead, so I
expected a lot when I walked in to watch
the rehearsal of this production.
The first thing I noticed was the set It is
the house where Eugene and his family
live. I felt as though I was sitting in their
home. The set, in a word, is real, very real.
As an audience member I was comfortable.
I felt as though I had been invited over to
the Jerome house for dinner and even
though I was company, they went on with
their ordinary lives as though I was one of
them.
I think this feeling of audience/cast intimacy is important, especially when Eugene
interacts with the audience. Eugene is
somewhat like a narrator. He is telling the
audience about a certain time in his life.
This is not to say he is removed from the
action. He does not reflect on the past, but
interprets for the audience, in his opinion,
the present. He is very much a part of the
action. Actually, he is usually, to his dismay, too much a part of the action.
The role of Eugene Morris Jerome is
played by Kerry Riffle, a Bowling Green
graduate in theater. Riffle radiates as an
intelligent "youngster" who in someways
has the most insight of all the characters in
the play. He is fun to watch because when
he is on stage he is no longer Kerry Riffle,
he is completely Eugene.
Jim Azelvandre, a sophomore theater
major, plays Jack, Eugene's father. Azelvandre, 19, handles the challenge of age
and maturity very well. I actually believed
he was Eugene's father.
Then there is Nick Fortine, a senior
theater major, as Stanley, Eugene's older
brother. Fortine's acting experience is evident even the second he walks on stage.
Fortine has obviously made some choices
as an actor for this role. Not only did he
make the choices, I believe he made the
right ones.
Eugene's mother is played by Elizabeth
Ann Kimes, a junior journalism major.
Kimes' Kate was my favorite character. 1
found myself watching her even when the
action on stage did not involve her. I think

BGSU Theatre presents

BRIGHTON
BEACH
MEMOIRS
BY NtlL SIMON

October 1-3 and 8-10 at 8 p.m.
Eva Marie Saint Theatre-University Hall
$4.00 for Adults $2.00 for Students
_^ for ticket information caM 372-2719

^^^m*
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Cast members of Brighton Beach Memoirs, from left to right: sophomore Amy Wsrren
es Laurie Morton, sophomore Brends Prtseckl as Nora Morton, senior Karln Kottke aa
Blanche Morton and senior Elizabeth Kimes as Kate Jerome.

it will be quite easy for the audience to relate and have empathy for Kate. I've seen
Kimes in a lot of productions at the University and I feel that this is her best performance.
On the whole, I would rate Brighton
Beach Memoirs as quality entertainment
It is worth the $4 to see the show. It would
be "worth it "at $10.
I do have a general criticism of the production. I in no way wish to undermine the
director, Dr. Norman Myers. However,
there were some aspects of the play that
bothered me as a member of the audience.
The cast needs to remember to be real
people, but not to throw away the jokes.
Simon wrote the play to be a comedy. He

wrote Eugene to be a funny character. Yes,
Eugene is an ordinary person, but he is
also a little bit of a "ham."
Also, the cast needs to remember that
they are a family and they love each other
very much. I did not always believe that
Kate loved Eugene or Stanley loved his
cousin Nora. There were some nice moments between Azelvandre and Fortine
and Kimes and Karin Kottke, a senior
theater major who plays Blanche,
Eugene's aunt. However, on the whole, I
wanted to see more interaction between
the family members.
All in all, though, the show is excellent.
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Billboard's Top Tens
(AP) — The following are the top record
hits and leading popular compact disks as
they appear in next week's issue of Billboard magazine. Copyright 1987. Billboard Publications. Inc. Reprinted with
permission.
HOT SINGLES
1 ."Here I Go Again" Whitesnake (Cleffen)
2."Lost In Emotion" Lisa Lisa & Cult
Jam (Columbia)
3."Carrie" Europe (Epic)
4."I Heard a Rumour" Bananarama
(London)
5."U Got The Look" Prince (Paisley
Park)
6."Didnt We Almost Have It All" Whitney Houston (Arista)
7."Who Will You Run To" Heart (Capitol)
8."Bad" Michael Jackson (Epic)
9."Paper In Fire" John Cougar Mellencamp (Mercury)
10. "Casanova" Le Vert (Atlantic)
TOP LP"Sl."Bad" Michael Jackson (Epic)
2."Whitesnake" Whitesnake (Geffen)
3,"Whitney'- Whitney Houston (Arista)
4."Soundtrack from 'La Bamba'" (Slash)
5."Hysteria" Def Leppard (Mercury)
6."The Lonesome Jubilee" John Cougar
Mellencamp (Mercury)
7."Soundtrack from 'Dirty Dancing"'
(RCA)
8."A Momentary Lapse of Reason" Pink
Floyd (Columbia)
9."The Joshua Tree" U2 (Island)
ltV'Bad Animals" Heart (Caoitnl)
BLACK SINGLES
1."(You're Puttin") A Rush On Me" Stephanie Mills (MCA)
2."Didn't We Almost Have It All" Whitney Houston (Arista)
3."We've Only Just Begun (The Romance Is Not Over)" Glenn Jones (Jive)
4."Just That Type Of Girl" Madame X
(Atlantic)
5."Bad" Michael Jackson (Epic)
6."Lost In Emotion" Lisa Lisa & Cult
Jam (Columbia)
7."Don't You Want Me" Jody Watley
(MCA)
8."Lately" Surface (Columbia)
9. "Just Call" Sherrick (Warner Bros.)
lO.'Come Over" 4 By Four (Capitol)
TOP POP COMPACT DISKS
1."Whitney" Whitney Houston (Arista)
2."In The Dark" Grateful Dead (Arista)
3."Duotones" Kenny G. (Arista)
4"The Joshua Tree" U2 (IslandAtlantic)
5."Bad Animals" Heart (Capitol)
6."Solitude Standing" Suzanne Vega
(A&M)
7."Soundtrack from 'La Bamba'" (SlashWarner Bros.)
H."Sgt Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club
Band" The Beatles (Capitol)
9. "Whitesnake" Whitesnake (Geffen)
10.Hysteria" Def Leppard (Mercury)
COUNTRY SINGLES
1 .'The Way We Make a Broken Heart"
Rosanne Cash (Columbia)
2."Fishin' In The Dark" The Nitty Gritty
Dirt Band (Warner Bros.)
3."I Want To Know Before We Make
Love" Conway Twitty (MCA)
4. "Crazy Over You" Foster and Lloyd
(RCA)
! ,t _:,
,., mm

5."Shine, Shine, Shine" Eddy Raven
(RCA)
6."Love Reunited" The Desert Rose
Band (MCA)
7."Right from The Start" Earl Thomas
Conley(RCA)
8."Love me Like You Used To" Tanya
Tucker (Capitol)
9."Little Ways" Dwight Yoakam (Reprise)
10."Am I Blue" George Strait (MCA)
ADULT CONTEMPORARY SINGLES
1."Little Lies" Fleetwood Mac (Warner
Bros.)
2."When Smokey Sings" ABC (Mercury)
3."LoneIy In Love" Dan Fogelberg (Full
Moon)
4." Didn't We Almost Have It All" Whitney Houston (Arista)
5."Don't Make Me Wait For Love"
Kenny G. (Arista)
6."Doing It All For My Baby" Huey
Lewis and The News (Chrysalis)
7."One Heartbeat'' Smokey Robinson
(Motown)
8."I Just Can't Stop Loving You" Michael Jackson (Epic)
9.'The Stuff That Dreams Are Made Of'
Carly Simon (Arista)
10. Tve Seen Love Before" The Cutting
Crew (Virgin)

Acting, writing awards offered
— National Shakespeare Conservatory — The National Shakespeare Conservatory in New York City will hold auditions for the Philip Meister Awards for outstanding actors on Oct. 24 in Columbus.
Winners will receive scholarships toward study in the conservatory's two-year
program beginning in January 1988. The program includes an eight-week residency at the conservatory's facilities in the Catskill Mountains.
The National Shakespeare Conservatory is a two-year professional training program for actors, and is accredited by the National Association of Schools of
Theater (NAST). Actors interested in applying for the awards should call the conservatory at (800) 472-6667.
The Philip Meister awards were established after Meister's death in 1982. A director and teacher in New York Theater, Meister was considered a significant force in
the off-off-Broadway movement He founded the conservatory in 1974 with its current director, Albert Schoemann, and Mario Siletb.
— Short Story Contest — Fiction writers are invited to enter the Raymond Carver Short Story Contest sponsored by Humboldt State University's English Department The winner will receive $500 and publication in HSU's literary journal
"Toyon." The second-prize winner will receive $250.
Submissions must not exceed 25 pages, be typed double-spaced, with all manuscript pages identified by ude of work. Author's name should appear only on the title page.
Submissions may not have been previously published or accepted for publication. Two copies of the manuscript must be accompanied by a $5 entry fee.
This is the fifth year of the contest established in honor of award-winning writer
and Humboldt State alumnus Raymond Carver. Carver's books include "Cathedral," "What We Talk About When We Talk About Love," "Fires," and "Will You
Please Be Quiet Please?" which was nominated for a National Book Award.
Submission deadline is Nov. 2. For guidelines or other information, write to:
1988 Raymond Carver Short Story Contest Dept. of English, Humboldt State University, Areata, CA 95521. (707) 8263758.

ATTENTION ALL-SPORTS
PASS HOLDERS
CLIP AND SAVE

EXCHANGE DATES FOR HOCKEY 87-88
PLAYING DATE(S)
OPPONENT
EXCHANOE DATES
October 10
MICHIGAN
October 5 & 6
October 16 & 17
October 12 & 13
TORONTO
October 23 8c 24
October 19 8c 20
LAKE SUPERCR
November 6
November 2 & 3
OHD STATE
November 13 & 14
November 9 & 10
ILLINOIS-CHICAGO
November 27
November 23 8c 24
MCHGAN STATE
December 11 8t 12
December 7 & 8
PRINCETON
January 15 8c 16
January 11 & 12
MIAMI
January 23
OHO STATE
January 19 & 20
February 5 8c 6
February 1 & 2
FERRIS STATE
February 13
MCHGAN STATE
February 8 & 9
February 19 8c 20
WESTERN MCHGAN
February 15 & 16'
February 26
February 22 & 23
MCHGAN
HOCKEY DISTRIBUTION POLICY
Monday Exchange Day-9 am to 1 pm-Friady Game-2/3 of Tickets
Monday Exchange Day-1 pm to 5 pm-Saturday Game-2/3 ot Tickets
Tuesday Exchange Day-9 am to 1 pm-Saturday Game-1/3 ot Tickets
Tuesday Exchange Day-1 pm to 5 pm-Friday Game-1/3 of Tickets

IT'S NOT TOO LATE (YET)
TO GET YOURS
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 372-2762

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Unknown
■(Continued from page 4)
while Melvoin wound up joining the band
in time for the multi-platinum "Purple
Rain" movie and soundtrack. They played
on the subsequent "Around the World in a
Day" and "Parade" LPs and appeared in
the disastrous movie, "Under the Cherry
Moon" before the band went its separate
ways.

Along the way Prince began recording
their musk: "Sometimes It Snows in April"
and "Mountains" from the "Parade" LP
were co-written by the pair, marking the
first time Prince had recorded anyone else's music and landed them on Rolling
Stone's cover.
But unlike the rock-funk fusion perfected by Prince, Melvoin and Coleman
brought a lighter, jazzier feel to their
project
"Sounding like the Revolution wasn't a

Activist
■ (Continued from page 2)
When researchers apply for a grant they
must list the tools that they will need to use
in a particular experiment According to
Gomey, researchers lose a lot of compassion for animals because lab animals are
listed as a supply, along with detergent and
glassware.
"Sentient creatures become nothing
more than tools for research" and this also
desensitizes the experimenters, Gomey
said.
Along with these ethical complications

that arise when using laboratory animals,
there are also scientific problems. According to Gomey, penicillin kills guinea pigs,
aspirin causes birth defects in rats, guinea
pigs can eat strychnine, a deadly poison,
and chloroform, an anesthetic, is deadly to
dogs. "This is why we need to question results derived from animal research," Gorney said, adding that although animals are
sensory creatures that can feel pain, they
are not the same as humans.

I

s

Aforifr Pizza Pub
$3.00 OFF ANY

EXTRA-LARGE PIZZA WITH
2 ITEMS

% FREE DELIVERY

%■■■■■■■■■■■■!

352-3551

musicians in Los Angeles.
"We've been familiar with one another
since we were in diapers," Melvoin said in
a telephone interview from Los Angeles.
"We know our limitations, and try to convince each other we have none. Its a bicycle built for two."

Pizza
■(Continued from page 7)
will dwell upon this country as the true
home of pizza. When the British tried to
withhold pizza from the colonists, we revolted and let them know that we desired
freedom of food. We went on to invent almost everything including the Ford Mustang (old one), the Beach Boys, spring
break and pizza to go.
This country was made for pizza! Under
our capitalistic system we figured out how
to use pizza to make money and, as a result, pizza is abundant coast-to-coast. This
insures domestic tranquility as the masses
have no need to revolt since pizza is available to all.
Our forefathers went on to write a constitution that even mentioned pizza once.
The original draft for the first amendment
included the provision: "The right to eat
pizza shall not be infringed upon by the
government of the United States."

ITOPP£llJ<7
I

concern of ours, but it was of a lot of other
people," Melvoin, who co-wrote most of
the album with Coleman in the studio,
said. "No one knew what to expect from
the two of us."
The pair knew what to expect from one
another — they grew up together in California, where their fathers were session

However, this was removed by suggestion
of George Washington who feared debate
over what toppings would be protected.
True, there have been lapses in our greatness such as the Hawaiian pizza with pineapples and ham, but these have been outweighed by developments such as Chicago
style, two pizzas for the price of one, and
pizza parlors.
So, there you have it I hope you all paid
attention because there will be a Muebook
exam about pizza next week and failure
will not be tolerated. I must apologize for
not offending anyone this week, but since
this is a subject near and dear to my stomach I had to treat it with the utmost seriousness.
Now, if you will excuse me, I have got to
go phone for a large sausage and pepperoni pizza and pop open a frosty one.

A man isfudged by
the company fie keeps.
As a Marine Corps officer, youll be keeping some very select
company. Thai's because you'll be serving with some of the
finest officers the military ha\s to offer. Officers that will be
leading a group of men who are second to none. If you're a
college student or graduate who thinks this is the
kind of company he'd like to keep, see your Marine t
Corps Officer Selection Officer. 1 -800-423-2600.

NOW 19 AND OVER

FRIDAY - MINI-SKIRT CONTEST
* CASH AND PRIZES

SATURDAY - BALLOON DROP

* PARTY WITH WRQN!

SUNDAY - CALENDAR GIRL CONTEST
* RELIEF PITCHER NIGHT

THE FUNDRINKERY
WILD WEEKEND
382-1876

Marines

Glenbyme Center
ii

.,....■■ I

'A

Wc'Kboku^txafewgpodmen.
Call collect (313) 973-7070
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DAYTIME MORNING

o
o
CD
IS
ffl
©
©
©

5:00

5:30

6:00

6:30

7:30

7:00

Nightwatch Cont'd

CBS News

CBS News

Nightwatch Cont'd

Varied

To Be Announced

Ag-Day

CNN News

NBC News

8:30

8:00

Morning Program

9:00

9:30

Hour Magazine

10:00

Morning Stretch

Agri. Report J. Swaggart

Morning Program

Today
Good Morning America g

Sale

Concent

Hour Magazine

Geraldo

Business

Kangaroo

Instructional Programming

©

Varied

CNN News

Flmtstones

Etra Varied

Aerobics

Getting Fit

Nation's Business Today

TMC Varied Programs

Card Sharks Price Is

Donahue

Instructional Programming

Teens

Little Pony

Thundercats SilverHawks Little Pony
SportsCtr.

Varied Programs

Mr. Dressup Sesame St

Pyramid

Homestretch Sesame Street g
Sesame Street g

11:00

Oprah Winfrey g

Business

SilverHawKs Thunder cats Menace

10:30

S.J Raphael Card Sharks Price Is

Who's Boss

Dallas

700 Club

Little House on the Prairie

Happy Days

SportsLook

Goll

Varied

Fortune

Bewitched
Morn. Brk.

700 Club

Varied Programs

DAYTIME AFTERNOON

o
o

12:00

11:30
Price Is

News

1:00

1:30

Young and the Restless

12:30

Bold/Bea

Days ol Our Lives

Another World

Santa Barbara

Divorce

All My Children

One Lite to Live

General Hospital

Little House on the Prairie

Varied Programs

News

Scrabble

03

H. Square

Ryan's Hope Loving

Bold/Bea

Movie

700 Club

Make Room

1 Love Lucy

Dukes ot Haizard

Aerobics

Getting Fit

Varied Programs

Laverne

Newsday

Benson

Family Ties

Cheers

M'A^S'H

Win. Lose

News

Square 1 TV Sesame Street g

Mr Rogers

Varied

Sesame Street g

Mr Rogers

Square 1 TV

Jeannie

Smurts

Jem

Gh'busters

Scooby Doo DuckTales

Ghostbust.

DuckTales

Smurts

BraveStarr

G.I. Joe

Instructional Programming Cont'd
Dr. Ruth

P. Court

Video Hits

Varied

Instructional Programming

Mister Ed

5:30

5:00
Donahue

Magnum. P.I.

Win, Lose

ESPN Golf Cont'd

4:30
P. Court

Varied Programs

Young and the Restless

0D
€9
0D

4:00
Divorce

Guiding Light

News

Varied

3:30

Guiding Light

Heritage Th. Airwaves

Midday

Price Is

Instructional

3:00

2:30

As the Work) Turns

Sesame St

CD
CD

m

2:00

As the Work) Turns

Happenin

AWA Wrestling

Good Times

Auto Racing

Varied Programs

TMC Varied Programs

Did. Strokes

Varied

Varied

^N^^fr&g /faut~
Get the good
look you want at

FALCON HOUSE
Sporting Goods

luuirrluutBf

"Your Athletic Shoe And Sports Headquarters In B.G.'

$5.00 OFF
ANY PAIR OF ATHLETIC SHOES OVER $30
SALE Items and other discounts excluded
WITH THIS COUPON Exp. 10/16/87

Brighten up Your
Dorm or Apartment with
Plants from the
Flowerhouse
428 E. Wooster

353-1045

HAIRWAYS

Athletic Shoes ' Apparel ' Sweats ' Swtmwear '
School Jackets * T-Shirt Printing ' Sports Equipment
123 S. Main St Downtown B.G.352-3610
Wa'vt Mowd ' New Location - AcroM from Huntington Bank

f*

^

$

A

«■-■■■■■■»■"**•—yrfr-r.

HAIR STYLING FOR MEN AND WOMEN
Open Tues - Sat
Appointments prelerrect out not necessary
6 FULL-TIME STYLISTS TO SERVE YOU
Sherry - Donna - Bev - Pomona - Judy - Diann

*

——d

Greenwood Centre
(across from stadium)
ill I l i m i m

»hl

i

•'■' ■'» •
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FRIDAY EVENING
OCTOBER 2, 1987
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
9:00
9:30
8:00
8:30
CBS News
PMMag
Beauty and the Beast
MM
O News
Video Hits
Not Dept
Front Page Professionals
O Newsday Cont'd
CBS News Fortune
Jeopardy!
Beauty and the Beast
Dallas
ID News
NBC News Ent Tonight Facts ol Lite Rags to Riches
Miami Vice
ID News
ABC News Newtywed
Dating
Full House 1 Married
Max Headroom
S) Truth
ffl Streamside Business MacNeil/Lehrer
Wash Week Wall St. Wk. Doctor Who

©
©

MacNeil/Lehrer

Soil Con

McLaughlin

Washington

Happen in

Get Smart

Gimme Br

B Buddies

Movie: "The Alamo"

©

Strokes

Facts ol Lite Family Ties

M'A^S'H

Movie: "Blue Lagoon"

ESPN

SportsLook

Racing

In Sports

NFL'i Greatest Moments

me

Weird Science'' Cont'd

SportsCtr.

Movie: Show Boat'

SATURDAY AFTERNOON
11:00
11:30
12:00

o
o
ID
ID
ffl
©
0D
®
HO
ESPN

TMC

Popeye

Teen Wolf

CD
CD
8)
9

m

CD
CD
ESPN

1:00

1:30

2:00

Par 27

One on One CBS Sports Special

ALF

New Archies Footur

I'm Telling1

Quiz Bowl

Flmtstones

Bugs

Sybetvision

Gateways / Mind Power

Kitchen

Flower Shop Collectors

Travel

Men of Oct.

1 ate Night

20/20

News

Nkjhthne

S.J. Raphael

Love Con

Mystery'
D Shadow

H'mooner

Business

Sign-Oft
Movie: "Starcrash"

Fall Guy

3 s Co.

Comedy

SportsCtr.

SportsLook

]Movie: Loose Screws

Dirty Dozen

2:30

3:00

3:30

4:00

Handy Hour

Trapper John. MO.

Major League Baseball
Local Prog

Entertain

Football

Austin City Limits

College Football: Teams to Be Announced

Maturity

Auto Racing: NASCAR

7:30

DeGrassi

PGA Seniors Golf: Vantage Championship (Second

8:30

Got It Made

9:00

9:30

Everythmgs Leg Work

College Football: South Carolina at Nebraska
Movie: Dragonslayer

10:00

Sister Sam

Growing

CFL Football: Saskatchewan Roughnders at Calgary Stampeders

CashExp.

Sister Sam

10:30

11:00

11:30

Knockouts

News

West 57th

12:30

12:00

Movie: In the Heal ol the Night"

News

West 57th

Everythings Leg Work

It's a Living

Star Search

Movie: "One-Eyed Jacks'

8:00

That Delicate Balance

Tony Brown Great Space Race

Movie: "Batman

DeLuise

Movie: "Ladies Courageous"

News

Facts ol Life 227

GoWen Girls Amen

Hunter

News

Saturday Night Live

College Football

Solid Gold in Concert

Once a Hero

Ohara

Hotel

DC Follies

Wrestling Federation Championship

Adams Chronicles

Lawrence Welk

Compleat Gilbert and Sullivan

Nova

Lawrence Welk

One by One

Mama

9 to 5

D. DeLuise

Wonder

Country

She's the Sheriff

Movie: ' Brotherhood ot Satan

|Movie: "Strange Invaders'

5:30

Real Fishing Sports weekend

Flower Shop Frugal Gour. Great Chefs Art

SportsCenter Saturday

5:00

College Football: Miami at Florida State

Windsurfing

Old House

4:30

College Football: Miami at Florida State

Woodwright

College Football Game to be Announced

NBC News

Best ot Carson

Garden

Movie: "Heidi s Song

News

News

Old House

Pro Wrestling

Shuster

Movie: "Pursuit to Algiers"

Private Eye

Viet. Garden Gourmet

Maturity

He.. Haw

Good Rockin Tonite

Comedy

Cooking

Restorations Garden

Parliament

Rock

News

(Jutland

CBS Sports Special

Newsmakers Showcase

News

12:30

OCTOBER 3, 1987
12:30

Hidden Lake Wonder

Sat. Report

12:00

News Final

Top Rank Boxing

Teen Won

Tough Guys' Cont'd

11:30

Movie: "OM Dracula"

Falcon Crest

Newt

Coronation Street

Sports

Journal

11:00
News

Late Show

Winners

Crack-Ups

10:30

CompJeat Gilbert and Sullivan

Movie

Man from Atlantis

SATURDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
7:00
CBS News Wonder
O News

o

Wall St Wk

10:00
Falcon Crest

Webster

What's

College

College Foott all: Florida at LSU

Movie

Tough Guys"

VIDEO SPECTRUM
Largest movie selection In BGI
over 6SOO

Werewolf

B Baxter

Chance

Movie

Duet

What's

Blue Velvet

THE
ELKS CLUB

NO MEMBERSHIP REQUIRED!!

Werewolf
Sanlord

3s Co.

Movie: "Firstborn"

College

Sportscenter Harness

Daily for Lunch

THE WRATH

Monday - Friday. 11-1:30

NEW HOURS: MON-THUPS 10-9
FPI-SAT 10-10 SUN 11-7
112 E.WASHINGTON
352-4171

Duet

Championship Wrestling

Strange Invaders

THE

COPY SHOP

Open to the public

EVIL DEAD II

ERNEST GOES TO CAMP

Movie

Chance

more than just copies!

Showing This Week:
DEATH BEFORE DISHONOR

Sign-Oft
B Baxter

College Football: Purdue at Minnesota

Star Trek

| Short mm

Collage Football: Game to be Announced
Movie: "At Sword s Point"

College Football: South

TMC Dragnslayr

Elephants

Great Lunch Specials

352-2149
Fro* Parking
2< *H&o*<>«IUOil >*'. i*o\\ in in Green I

Typesetting Word Processing
Quality Offset Printing Flyers
Posters Resumes Screen Printing
Trophies and Plaques
5« Photo Copies
117 E. Court St.
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SUNDAY AFTERNOON
11:00
11:30
12:00
SportsCtr.
O North Coast Frontier

o
CD
CD
CD
CD
0D

S3
CD

OCTOBER 4, 1987
12:30
1:00
NFL Today

3:00

3:30

4:00

5:30

5:00

Hymn Sing

Kingdom

Earl Bruce

NFL Today

NFL Football: Chicago Bears at Philadelphia Eagles

NFL Football: Dallas Cowboys at New York Jets

Shut-ins

Mass

Replay

NFL Live

NFL Football: NBC Regional Coverage

Frontier

World Tom.

Week With David Brinkley

People

Sybervision

Fame

Tony Brown

Market

MM
Interests

Adam Smith

Health Century

Movie: "Casanova's Big Night"

Star Trek

Monkees

Star Trek: The Next Generation

ESPN Horse Racing:

NFL Prime Time

TMC Movie: Eliminators Cont'd

8:00

8:30

Get Smart

10:00

Sisk/Ebert

| Cinema

News

Movie: "A Killer in Every Corner"
Movie: "Ordeal By Innocence"

News

To Be Announced

Sisk/Ebert

Runaway

Trapper

The Doctor Is In

Nature

Masterpiece Theatre

Aboard Queen Elizabeth II

Only 1 Earth Art Beat

Sign-Olt

Nature

Masterpiece Theatre

Upstairs, Downstairs

Oil Center

Sign-Ofl

Children

Children

T Ullman

President

Star Trek: The Next Generation

Children

Children

T. Ullman

President

9 to 5

Washingtn

Movie: "Invasion U.S.A."

9:00
Newhart

Movie:

GLOW
Kenneth Copeland

9:30

10:00 | 10:30

Design W

Cagney and Lacey

Design W

Cagney and Lacey

11:00

Journal

Haunted by Her Past"

12:00

11:30

News

Taxi

News Final

Grapevine

News

Hunter

News

Tonight Show

Dead Man on the Run

Health Century

Ohio

Oil: Standard Oil

Hollywood Gift of Laughter D Shadow

Movie: "The Aviator'

Movie: "Ordeal By Innocence"

Facts otLife Family Ties

M-A-S-H

NFL Monday NFL Monday NFL Monday Auto Racing: NASCAR Holly Farms 400

News

Movie: "A Streetcar Named Desire"

Hmooner

Nightline

Nature
Sign-Ott

Business

Late Show

Scuba

Letterman
News

Oil Standard Oil

12:30

Koiak

NFL Football: San Francisco 49ers at New York Giants

Gunsmoke

Comedy

NFL Pnme Time

Movie: "Purple Rain'

Killer Tniogy
Newhart

Silk Screen

Magic Years SportsCenter Sunday

Jackie Robinson Story

T. Randall

News

Buck James

Runaway

12:30

11:30 1 12:00

News

Dolly

B. Buddies

Movie: "Class"

| Eliminators

Spenser: For Hire

Did. Strokes

TUC "The Dresser" Cont'd

11:00

Family Ties

Our House

SportsLook

SportsCtr.

10:30
Venture

|Movie: "Sum ner Rental

Gimme Br.

9:30

Movie: "Mistress"

MONDAY EVENING •
OCTOBER 5, 1987
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
Trank s Pi
PM Mag
Kate * Aliie
CBS News
O News
Kale S A: le
Pacific Rpt
Danger Bay Nat I Geo
O Newsday Cont'd
News
CBS
News
Fortune
Jeopardyi
Frank's
PI.
Kate
& Aliie
CD
Ent.
Tonight
All
Valerie
News
NBC
News
Facts
ol
Life
CD
Newlywed
Dating
MacGyver
ADI> NBW5
CD Truth
MacNeil/Lehrer
America By Design
Business
CD Literacy
CD MacNeil/Lehrer
The Ghosts ol Buxley Hall America By Design
Happenin

9:00

Movie: "Skate!"

NFL Theatre: Mavericks

Charles

Senior PGA Golf: Vantage Championship (Final Round)
Movie: "Sidney Sheldon's Bloodline"

Movie: "Mistress"

Murder. She Wrote

Firing Line

Rich S Famous

Auto Racing: NASCAR Holy Farms 400

Murder, She Wrote

McLaughlin

Movie: "White Heat"

| Movie: "Invasion U.S.A."

SUNDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
60 Minutes
Q Cowboys at Jets
BeachcomO Rivals ol Sherlock Holmes Racoons
60 Minutes
CD Cowboys at Jets
To Be Announced
CD News
Disney Sunday Movie
CO Rich & Famous
Great Space Race
CD Lawrence Welk
Innovation
Cousteau Odyssey
CD Garden
Sea Hunt
21 Jump Street
CD Throb
21 Jump Street
CD Star Trek

Taxi

Star Search

Nova

Fame
Fishing

Medical

Compleat Gilbert and Sullivan

Wall St Wk.

Drum Corps World Championships

Weight

Great Performances

WWF Wrestling Challenge

Movie: "Jaws II"

Movie: "100 Rifles

Washington

Movie: "G.I. Joe - The Movie"

SportsCenter Sunday

Local Prog

Spirit Bay

Wash. Week Wall St Wk.

Father Murphy

TMC Rental

CFL Football: British Columbia Lions at Toronto Argonauts

Edison

Geographic

DeGrassi

Canada

4:30

| NFL Footbtl: Dallas Cowboys at New York Jets

Anything

ESPN Wk/Sports

CD
BD
Em

2:30

Your Wealth

Newton

Meeting Plice

2:00

1:30

NFL Football: Chicago Bears at Philadelphia Eagles

Movie: "Jane Doe"

3 s Co.

Fall Guy

SpeeflWorld

SportsCtr

Comedy
NFL Theatre: Mavericks

Movie: "The Emerald Fores

"

OPEN:
Moa.-Thjr. *"«mOpm
Fn. 6-«»-10pni
SM. 7.ml0pm
Sun. 8am-9pm

mi a. am.

Howard's Club H
210 N. Main

No Cover

Bnrlkt Grata, oki.

3524)123

Phil Guy

Inert to Van*? LanM)

Saturday

Steak & Shrimp

$2.00 oU any hair service with this ad.

The Chicago Machine
-HOT -BLUES

S6.95

BBQ Chicken & Rib combo

434 6. Woosfr SI.
3541477

&

Special

FROM CHICAGO

S5.95

Includes all you can eat
soup, salad, and dessert Bullet
plus choice of potato
Call us about our
Dally Spoclalt 352-0123

Bond Updotes
ooBGS

Fridoy & Soturdou
October _• 3

SUNDAY NIGHT GEORGIA PEACH TRIO
Howard's is a Designated Driver Participant
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TUESDAY EVENING
6:00
O
O

o
m

6:30

OCTOBER 6, 1987
7:00

7:30

8:00

9:00

9:30

PM Mag.

Houston Knights

Jake and the Fatman

Newsday Cont'd

Venture

Canada

Fifth Estate

Market

News

CBS News

Fortune

Jeopardy!

Houston Knights

Jake and the Fatman

News

NBC News

Ent tonight

Diamonds

Facts ol Lite Baseball Playoffs National League Championship Series Game One

News

Best ol Carson

Late Night

Dating

Moonlighting

Thirtysomething

News

Nightline

S.J. Raphael

We the People

Story ol English

Forum

America By Design

We Ihe People

Camp David

D Shadow

Business

Newlywed

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer

HD

MacNeil/Letver

Tie Ghosts ol Buxiey Hall1 Nova

60

Happenin

Get Smart

Gimme Br.

m

Strokes

Growing

Boss
Nova

B Buddies

Gunsmoke

Facts ol Lite Family Ties

M-A-S'H

Movie: "The Border"

Bill Dance

Tractor Pull

Drag Racing: IHRA U.S.

Movie:

PM Mag

Journal
Law and Harry McGraw

Superbouts: Steve Cruz

H'mooner

Billiards

Rich and Famous

9:00

Oldest Rookie

Magnum. P1.

9:30

Fall Guy

PGA Tour

SportsCtr.

Movie

10:00

10:30

The Equalizer

11:00

Newsday Cont'd

Dateline

Wild World

Nature of Things

Street Legal

News

CBS News

Fortune

Jeopardy!

Oldest Rookie

Magnum, P.I.

ID

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

ffl

Truth

TBA

Newlywed

Literacy

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer

Discover: Science

Corndos! Tales of Passion Triple Grown/Paradox ol the Papacy

MacNeil/Lehrer

Bronc Buster

03

Happenin

Get Smart

Gimme Br.

©

Strokes

ESPN SportsLook

TMC

Movie: "Strike Force"

Facts ol Life Baseball Playoffs: American League Championship Series Game One

News

Tonight Show

Dating

News

Nightline

Strangers

Head Cl

Hcoperman

Slap

Dynasty

Corndos! Tales of Passion Together to Mars?
Movie: "MacArthur"

Facts Dl Life Family Ties

M-A-S'H

Movie:

PGA Tour

Sports

Sailboarding

News
Surfing: Championships

The Terminal Man"

Another Classic Summer

9:00

9:30

3s Co

10:30

10:00

Tour ot Duty

Wiseguy

Newsday Cont'd

Ontario

Out Your

Moments in Time

Tommy Hunter

News

CBS News

Fortune

Jeopardy!

Tour of Duty

Wiseguy

News

NBC News

Ent Tonight

Facts of Life Cosby Show Baseball Playoffs Amencan League Championship Series Game Two Ne*s

Truth

ABC News

Newlywed

Dating

m

French

Business

ED

MacNeil/Lehrer

©

Happenin

Get Smart

Gimme Br

©

Strokes

ID
CD
W

ESPN SportsLook

Sign-Off
Hawk Slayer
Comedy

Fall Guy
Sports

Journal

Knots Landing

News Final

Movie: "Kotch"

News

Night Meat

TBA

Tonight

TBA

News

Nightline

Love Con

S.J. Raphael

Wild Amer

Automania

Mystery'

Upstairs. Downstairs

Time Out

Camp David

Bronc Buster

Restorations Wild Amer

Adams Chronicles

Mystery1

D Shadow

Business

Sign-Oft

B Buddies

Gunsmoke

Movie:

Late Show

Movie:

Facts ot Life Family Ties

M-A'S'H

Movie: "Hanky Panky

Horse Mag.

NHL Hockey Montreal Canadiens at Philadelphia' Flyers

H'mooner

3 s Co.

Fall Guy

Stanley Cup

S|

SportsCtr

Movie: "National Lampoons European Vacation

Week

The Aviator
Comedy

Wate' SKnng

Movie: "My Beautiful Laundrette"

THE
ARRANGEMENT

BEER ON TAP • STATE MIN
TO GO TILL 2:00
125 E. COURT « BOWLING
GREEN, OHIO • 352-SPOT
C'MON IN
SPECIALS ON CANADIAN
IMPORTS
CINCI / MOLSON /
MOLSON LITE
DURING OSU'S
CRUNCHING
OF THE ILLINI
- GAME SHOWN ON
PSEUDO-BIG SCREEN

La Traviata

Ne*s

12:30

Ko,ak

MacNeil/Lehrer

Movie: "Belizaire the Cajun

Karate: ISKA

12:00

Taxi

Charmings

IMC Sesame Street Presents

Star 80

11:30

News

Sledge

SportsCtr

Movie:

Knots Landing

11:00

PM Mag

o

Business

Scuba Work) SportsCtr

CBS News

News

S.J. Raphael

Together to Mars?

Movie: "Summer Rental"

Movie: "Tough Guys

8:30

D Shadow

12:30

Late Night
Love Con

Late Show

Mommie Dearest

THURSDAY EVENING
OCTOBER 8,1987
6:00
7:00
7:30
6:30
8:00

O

12:00
Koiak

Adderly

Gunsmoke

Movie:

11:30
Taxi

News Final

Discover Science

BMX Bandits" Cont'd

Comedy
Auto Racing: Oft-Road

News

Journal
The Equalizer

B. Buddies

SportsCtr

Sign-Oft

Oliver s Stoty

News

CD

Love Con

Movie: "Madame Sin"

3 s Co

o

m
w

Rodeo Girt''

Late Show

Great Expectations''
News

OCTOBER 7, 1987
7:30
8:00
8:30

CBS News

Man Alive

Movie

Secret Places

WEDNESDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
7:00
News

12:00 1 12:30
Kojak

Movie:

ABC News

Movie:

11:30

News

French

TMC Movie: Blue City Cont'd

11:00
News Final

©

SportsCtr

10:30

Taxi

m

ESPN SportsLook

10:00

Law and Harry McGraw

News

Truth

o

8:30

CBS News

News

'?r*s

Ncttiel

HAIR, SKIM, and MAIL DESIGNERS
Downtown Next To The Yum Yum Tree
* Haircuts
■ Manicures
* Perms
* Sculptured Nails
* Highlights
* Body Hairwaxing
Matrix HCXUS 3REDKEN SEBASTIAN

10% OFF ANY ONE OF THESE SERVICES
WITH THIS AD AND WITH NETTIE OR SHELLY
Expires 10-9-87

